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ABSTBACT

This study und-ertook to determine from an evaluative

research perspective the effects of the Oo-Za-We-Kwun

Centre!s Life Skil-ls course.

The goal of the Oo-Za-!{e-Kwun Centre is to help re-

serve Indians o most of whorn have had little or no sus-

tained contact with ltlhite society, make a successful tran-

sition from the reservation to an urban community. A basic

premise of the centre is that Indians must acquire social

as well as vocational skills to successfully ad.just to

life in an urban environment" The objective of the Life

Skills course is t.o teach such social skills, which are de-

fined- in the course asilproblem-solving behaviours respon-

sibly and appropriately used in the management. of personal

affairs" (Training Research and Development Station, 1973:1)"

Although this definition of life skills as "problem-

solving behaviours" establishes the primacy of behavioural

change as a course objective, the words "responsibly'r and

"appropriately" imply a definite attitude change objective

as well. It was from this perspective of attitude change

that the evaluation of the Life Ski11s course itlas under-

Èaken. An attitudinal index' corresponding to the five

general areas of attitude and behaviour change covered by

the course (Self , Family, Community, Job and Leisure) o \^ras

constructed embodying these attitude change object.ives.

This index, based on a Likert scale, was administered to



five successive groups of Life Skills students (a total of
forty-five persons) according to a npre-test, post-test"
experimental research design'r using a time-lag control group.

fn the event of significant attitude changes taking place

in a majority of the experimental sampler âo attempt was to
be made to investigate the association of such personal

factors as a9ê, sex, education, family size and previous

residence with a major change in attitudes"
The findings of the study, however, illustrat.ed that

there were only a few significant changes in attitudes as a

result of taking part in the Life Skills course" Of the

eight, significant changes in attitudes recorded on the in-
dex, six were in a positive direction (i.e. the individualrs
Score \^ras higher on the post-test than on the pre-test) and

two were negative"

The fact that only six native persons indicated a sig-
nificanL change in attitud.es ruled out the possibility of
a valid stat.istical analysis of the relationship of test
performance to individual characteristics. This study was

1ed to conclude that the failure of the Life Skills course

to achieve its behaviour and attitud.e objectives is due to

the invalidity of the fundamental assumptions on which the

program is based, specifically, the assumpt,ion that a

tribally-based culture can be changed by a five week course

to one amenable to mass industrialized society"
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Introduction

This study undertakes the evaluation of an innovative

program designed to help Manitoba Indians make the transi-
tíon from reserve to urban community" Using a methodological

approach based. on a relatively new field of applied social
research termed "evaluative research", the stud.y attempts to

objectively det,ermine the degree to which the Life Skills
course, taught at the Oo-Za-We-Kwun Centre in Rivers,

Manitoba, achieves iLs goal of inculcatJ-ng a number of atti-
tud.es and values regarded as necessary prerequisites for life
in today's urban, industrial society.

An adequate understanding of this study¡s approach and

the course whose objectives it evaluates, however, pre-

supposes an even broader knowledge of the history of Indian-
Vühite relations in Canada, the goals of the Oo-Za-We-Kwun

Centre program, and the field of evaluative research" The

first half of this study, therefore, is devoted to a general

discussion of these broad. areas of interest" The latter
half of the study discusses the manner in which the research

design for the evaluation of the Life Skills course was formu-

Iated., executed, and its results finally interpreted"



CHAPTER I

A HISTORÏCAL PERSPECTIVE OF THE CANADIAN INDIAN

An adequate explanation of the need that the

Oo-Za-!üe-Kwun programr s Life Skills course is designed to
meet cannot be attained without some irnderstanding of the

people for whom this program was designed" Such und.erst.and-

ing, in turn, requires a knowledge of the place the Indian

has traditionally occupied in Canad.ian society"

Historically, the Indian people have always been one of

Canadars most disadvantaged minority groups and, therefore,

as a group have been one of the largest recipients of the

services provided by various social welfare programs. Des-

pite the attention they have received, however, they remain

at the bottom of our society, living in conditions of abject

poverty"

Statistics documenting the condition of Canadars half-
millj-on Indians are numerous" A brief look at only a few of
the figures available is sufficient to obtain an idea of the

Indianrs plight:

'rIn L964, the per capita income for Indians r¡/as about

$300, as compared to an average over Canada of $1r400 (Govt.

of Canada, Lg66:45) .1

In 1970, nearly 50 percent of the Indian population was

't-Although this figure is somewhat "datedr', it repre-
sents the last time such data was compiled on a nat.ional
basis. Data from the I97l- census is not available.



raemployed and receivíng government financial assistance; a

figure ten times as high a-s the nat,ional average" (National

Indian Brotherhood, 1970:6) .

No matter what statistics are quoted, the picture re-
mains the same Canad.ars Indians have not shared in either
the material or social well-being that has come to be

associated with our affluent society" One can only concur

with the findings of the Special Senate Committee on Poverty

(Govt. of Canada, 1971:35) which was led to conclude that:

"Clear1y we have failed to do right, by our native peoples,

and their plight is a blot on Canad.at s record and a cause

for shame for all Canadians""

Early eovernm""t Policy

The reason for the Indians' disadvantaged position in
our society may be seen as the logical outcome of the treat-
ment they have received at the hands of the Canadian govern-

ment, which has traditionally been responsible for the formu-

lation of Indian policy through its Indian Affairs Branch"

Although federal policy has historically fluctuated accord-

ing to the prevailing climate of opinion, the government has,

fro.m the outset, considered the Indian people to be the

special "vrard.s" of the Crown" While the purpose of this
trusteeship was ostensibly to protect Indian interests, the

main objectives of this policy, when seen from a historical
perspective, appear to have been to prevent the Indian from

effectively participating in the affaírs of the Iarger
society "
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During the 1800rs the government pursued a policy of
segregation, effectively isolating the Indian by placing him

on reserves far removed from the larger society. Once this
process \,vas completed, the giovernment took a custodial ap-

proach to its task of administration, deeming it necessary to

intervene in fndian affairs only in times of crisis. As one

writer describes the situation:
Government, as such, contented itself with
the most limited discharge of its bare respon-
sibilities under the treaties contracted with
various Indian bands...with a strictly limited
range of administrative, health and other
services, designed to spend. as little public
money as possible enough to keep our Indian
population from falling back too far, but not
enough to assure even the barest minimum of
progress or recovery from the pathetic state
in which they had been left as a result of the
white man's take-over of the country (Covt." of
Canada , 1966:361) .

This government policy can be seen as a reflection of

the prevailing popular conceptíon of the Indian in the post-

Confederation era, which tended to view the "red. man" in
somewhat idealized terms (Haycock, 1971:1) " This romantic

conception of the Indian saw him as a child of nature, at

peace with himself only if he was left in his natural sett^ing,

where he could pursue his traditional economic activities
(hunting, fishing, and. trapping) within a familiar cultural
environment (the band community). Related to this idealized

conception of the Indian was the belief that any attempt at

integrating these people into the larger society was doomed

to failure, since the Indian could not be expected to adhere



to a tight.ly regimented work situation" Because the Indianrs

traditional economic activities r¡rere determined by the

seasons and weather, it was argued that strict time notions

were completely foreign to these people, making it diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for them to work in a structured

and scheduled occupatíonal environment (Deprez & Sigurdson,

1969:1-3). A1so, because the Indian lacked the strong ac-

quisitive drive of his white counterparts, it was argued that.

he lacked the ambition which was a necessary prerequisite for
achieving "success" in white society (oeprez & Sigurdsoït,

1969:3) .

Equipped with such arguments, the Canadian government

acted in the authoritarian, paternalistic tradition of a

colonial regime, placing the countryrs Indian population on

reserve land where they rtrere isolated from the affairs shap-

ing the society around them. Pursuing a policy of indiffer-
ence and neglect, the government discharged its responsi-

bility for the welfare of its natíve people by providing

meagre financial support to the work of the churches,

parochial schools, and the few voluntary organizations in-
terested in the well-being of the Indian. In retrospect,

the tragedy of this policy of neglect is not in the fact it
was ever pursued, but that it remained the dominant philo-
sophy of Indian administration from Confederation until after
World War II" Describing the historical quiescence of the

government¡s Indian Affairs Branch, the Hawthorne Report

states:



The

The Branch has been engaged in a holding
operation throughout most of its history"
Its emphasis has been on the prevention of
abuse rather than on the promotion of
sophisticated social change.. "until Vüor1d
War fI"..Indian administration was a version
of colonialism" The Branch was a quasi-
colonial giovernment dealing with almost the
entire life of a culturally different people
who were systematically deprived of oppor-
tunities to influence government, a people
who were isolated on special pockets of land
and who v/ere subject to separate laws.
Throughout this period a dominating Branch
concern v¡as simply to keep the peace and to
prevent unruly clientele reactions to Branch
policy (eovt. of Canada, ]-9662367-368).

Post-War Years

If the previous eighty years were characterized by

governmeirt ' neglect and indifference, then the post-war

years were marked by a growing a\¡¡areness of the Indianrs

debased status and an overbearing intervention by a plethora

of government officials in rndian affairs. The reasons for
this important shift in societal attitudes regarding the ap-

propriate government role in the treatment of Indians are

nllmerous and complex, and may be traced back to the major

events of the early part of this century. The First world

war, and the Great Depression which followed it, permanently

altered the pr:blic concept.ion of the governmentts obliga-
tions to its citizenry" As one writer describes these

changes:

The First Vforld War had j-nitiated changes that
i,rrere destined to reorder the social and moral
concepLs of Canadians. . .Humanitarj-an inLerest
on a wide, depersonalized scale replaced the
humane individualism; social action reached



politics as well as minds; and efficiency
for all society entered the intellect
(Haycock, L97L:28).

The impetus for this shift in the underlying values of
Canadians, however, cannot adequately be understood only

within the historical context of domestic affairs alone for,
as the Haythgrne Eepolt points out, iL was as much a reaction

to internal events:

. . . the evaluation of public and governmental
concern for the Indians is the result of a
double spi1l-over, on the one hand, changed
expectations with respect to the role of
government in Canada, and, on the other hand,
the domestic reaction to the demise of a
world in which White skins and the possession
of power hrere t.ightly correlated (Govt" of
Canada, L966:363) 

"

While humanítarian motives undoubtedly were importanÈ in
providing stimulus for Indian reform, there were practical rea-

sons as weIl" over the post-war years, a combination of popula-

tion pressure on the reserves and the limited productive poten-

tial of such traditional fndian pursuits as trapping, fish-
ing and hunting undermined the economic base of the rndian's
reserve community. This deterioration of the reserve economy,

in turn, led to an increasing reliance of the Indian commun-

ity upon government assistance (oeprez a Sigurdson, 1969;5) "

Thus, if the humanitarian motive for improving the Indian¡s

lot did not provide sufficient stimulus for change, the argu-

ment that Èhe old system of Indian administration was so in-
efficient that it was costing the taxpayer too much money did"

Whatever the impetus for change, this shift in values

provided the rationale for a new government role in Indian



affairs which, in turn, sparked a controversy (the vestiges

of which continue today) both inside and outside the giovern-

ment as to exactly what this rore should be. on the one hand

were those who subscribed to the view that the rndian re-
serve culture should be "shored. up" by investing money in
the reserves to improve their economic base and generally

improve the standard of living through better housing,

health services and educati-on facilities. on the other

hand, there were those who argued that the reserves and the

rndian culture they supported were the outd.ated remnants of
a bygone age and served only as an impediment to the

Indianrs progress (ueprez e Sigurdson I 1969zI-4') " The

rndian, therefore, had to be prepared to leave his reserve

culture and avail himself of the economic opportunities
found in the dominant white, industrial society.

While these contrasting points of view are actually
idealized constructs of the extreme positions the contro-
versy over Indian policy has taken, public opinion and

public policy in the post-war era may be viewed as taking a

number of intermed.iate positions between these opposing

points of view"

A detailed discussion of the "revolution in Indian

affairs" that took place in Canada during the 1950rs and

1960rs is impossible within the limitations of this paper.

However, in terms of pubric policy, the manifestations of
this new climaLe of opinion included two major Joint



committee hearings by the senate and the House of commons

(L948 and. 196L), a major revision of the Indian Act in 1951,

the extension of the federal franchise to all Indians in
L969, the commissioning and publication of several major

socioeconomic studies of the rndian on both a provincial
and national basis (Govt. of Manitoba, 1959, and Govt. of
Canada, 1966) , the founding of two national organizations

dedicated to serving rndian interests The rndian-Eskimo

Association of canada" and the Natj-onar rnd.ian Brotherhood

of canada - as well as other events too numerous to mention.

This government interest in Indian affairs was

coupled with a steady advance in programs and expenditures

by the Ind.ian Affairs Branch" Between 1960 and 1967, there

vvas more than a 100 percent increase in the cost of its
child maintenance and protection services. As well, be-

tween 1962 and L967, the branchrs social assistance program

increased its cash outlay by 65 percent, averaging an B

percent increase in the number of recipients served yearly
(Dosman, 1972226) . In addition, federal expenditures in
rndian education between 1951 and 1961 grew from 7"4 mLllion

dollars to 27.7 million, and school enrolment increased

from 25,000 to 43,000 (Dosman, L972226).

Need for New Objectives

In spite of the very posit.ive aspects of the govern-

mentrs intervention in Indian affaírs, it became apparent

during the latter part of the 1960's that a new approach to

Th-e



the problems of the Ind.ians was needed" As Lhe government's

I{awthorne Report of L966 illustrated, Indians continued to

remain probably the most disadvantaged group in Canadian

society" In their survey of over 22 t000 Indian families

across Canada, this report found that the family income for
'14 percent of their survey population was below $2r000 in
I964i 47 percent made less than $1,000 per year (Govt" of

Canada, 1966:45). Over half the ïndian population was found

to be chronically unemployed: the survey reported that 6I

percent of the workers held jobs less than six months per

year¡ 23.6 percent for less than two months (Govt" of Canada,

I966t46) " As a result of this uaemployment and r:nder-

employment, more than L/3 of Lh'e families in the Hawthorne

study !úere dependent upon welfare grants from the Indian

Affairs Branch (a figure which does not account for a

number of bands providing their own welfare funds).

The need for the formulation of new objectives in
Indian policy was reinforced by the fact that d.espite the

tremendous amount of money the government had poured into
programs designed to improve the quality of reserve 1ife,
an ever increasing number of Indians left their reserves

during the 1960rs to migrate to the natiorr's urban centres.

In L969, over a quarter of Canadaos Indian population lived
outsid.e of their reserves (Canada, L969:10) " In Manitoba,

about half of the provincers 80,000 Indians lived in
Vüinnipeg by L969, a quarter of which had migrated to the city
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in the last d.ecade (Fidter, 1970¿4) 
"

The White Paper

Having reviewed the governmentrs efforts at improving

the economic and social welfare of Canada,s Indian popula-

tion, the Hawthorne Report concluded that:
Something has gone \^rrong.
For a century public policy affecting Indians
has suffered from the twin and related evils
of absence of wíde1y agreed meaningful ob-
jectives, and by a rel-ative failure of the
Canadian people and their government to pro-
vid.e the funds and personnel to mount large
scale positive programs of development for
the Indian people (Govt. of Canada, !966:400)"

This demand for new, comprehensive programs took on a

certain dramatism and urgency with the emergence of a rrêw¡

articulate and. militant Indian leadership, which tended to
link the problems facing Canadars Indians with those of
other oppressed minorities, particularly the situation of
the black in the United States.

The response of the federal government to these de-

mands was the introduction of what has variously been termed

the White Paper on Indian Policy, the White paper or, more

simply, the New Policv" The introductory paragraph of this
document presents the governmentts objectives:

The government believes that its policies
must lead. to the fuIl, free and non-
discriminatory participation of the
Indian people in Canadian society" Such
a goal requires that the Indian peoplers
role dependence be replaced by a role of
equal status, opportunity and responsi-
bility, a role they can share with other
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Canadians (GoW" of Canada I Lg69 15) .

Having concluded that previous policies of ',specia-l

treatmentrr and "different status" led only to deprivation
and frustration, the New Policy proposed a number of
measures which it felt "would lead gradually away from

different status to full social, econoruic and political
participation in canadian life" (Govt" of canada, 1969:5)"

According to the New Poficy, such participation was

impossible for many rndians who lived on reserves that could

not "properly support their present Indian populations,

much less the populations of the future". rt continued:
ttMany rndians willr âs they are now doing, seek employment

elsewhere as a means of solving their economic problems',.

To assist such individuals, Lhe New policy stated that the

goverrlment would provide "enriched services" and "evolve
programs that would help break past patterns of deprivation,'
(eovt" of Canada I 1969:10) .

The appearance of the New policy created an immediate

controversy among rndian leaders, who quickly divided into
opposing factions"

The New Policy was attacked by many Indians and sympa-

thetic whites as being blatantly assimilationist, seeking to
force the rndians off their reserves and into the acceptance

of a white middle class life-style (Fid.ler, Lg7O, and

Swankey , I97l-) " Harold Cardinal, president of the Indian

Associat.ion of Albert.a, stated that the government was in
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fact advocating a policy of, '!cultural genocide", concealed be-

hind abstruse phrases about participation and equality
(Cardinal, 1969) "

The reaction of Canadars Indians to the New policy,

hoin¡ever/ was not entirery unfavourable. various rndian

leaders, such as James wuttunee, saw the policy as a "dramat,ic
breakthrough for the rndian people" and, a "great step fon¡¡ard"

(lVuttrrnee, 197Iz23-24) " The Manitoba Indian Brotherhood.

(¡¿.r"8.), holding the government to its promise of providing

"enriched services" for those rndians seeking employment out-
side of their reserves, presented. the rndian Affairs Branch

with a proposal calling for the establishment of a permanent

vocational training centre which would approximate as closely
as possible the style of life found in the urban environment.

M.I "B " Proposal

According to the Brotherhoodrs proposal, a gap exists
between reserve rndians and the rest of society which is not

only occupational, but social and cultural- as well. Because

of these differences, rndians, even though they may be occu-

pationally skilIed, often fail to successfully adjust to an

urban environment because they lack the social and cultural
prerequisites necessary to function in Lhis type of setting.
The philosophy underrying their proposal, then, rvas that re-
serve rndians required more than just vocational training to
succeed in an urban-industrial environment and, therefore,

The
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as an accompaniment to occupational Lraining, they should re-
ceive training in certain social skill-s (r'1ife-skills,') as

we11.

The Brotherhood called for the establishmenÈ of a

training centre which would provide Manitoba Indians with the

opportunity to undergo this double process of adjustment in a

controlled environment. Those coming to such a centre would

bring their families with them, living with other Ind.ian

families and those of the centrers administrative and teaching

staff. Together, it was hoped that these families would form

the nucleus of a new communíty which, in turn, would act as

a kind of "half-way house" for native families making the

t.ransition from reservation to city. A former air force base

located 150 miles northwest of lrlinnipeg near Rivers, Manitoba,

\^¡as seen as an excellent site for such a centre because of
the facilities it provided for housíng both the families of
those taking part in the prograrn, and the on-site industries
which would provide vocational training and. experience. In

addition to a number of hangars that could be modified to
accomodate various light industries, the Rivers location
offered 405 modern houses, a Z2-room school, office and

classroom space, and a variety of recreational facilities, in-
cluding a poo1, bowling aIley, indoor hockey rink, and nine-

hole golf course"

With the acceptance of the Brotherhoodrs proposal by the

federal government, the conversion of the former airforce
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base began. Nine directors, jointly nominated by the

federal government and the Manitoba rndian Brotherhood, were

given the responsibility of managing the centre and adminis-

tering its $1.3 million annual budget" Shortly after
Noyember I L972, when the first industry set up operations at
the newly-named oo-Za-v[e-Kwun centre, rndian families began

arriving from various Manitoba reservations and the train-
ing program cofltmenced operation.



CHAPTER II
THE OO-ZA.WE.KWUN CENTRE PROGRAM

As mentioned previously, the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program is
focusecl on Ind.ian families who have had litt.le, Lf any, sus-

tained contact with the larger society outside their reserve.

Families interested in taking part in the centrets program

must apply directly to the corporation, after which they are

visited by one of its staff members. In screening prospec-

tive families for the program, such factors as age (approxi-

mately 20 to 40 years o1d for males), education, quality of

the parentrs relationship, and motivation for applying to the

centre are taken into consideration. This last factor is
considered partícularly important, and recruiters look for
an evid.ent wish on the part of parents to improve their
familyrs general welfare through participation in a job-

training program and eventual relocation in a cotnmunity where

there is a demand for such vocational skills.
Upon arrival at the training centre, each family is pro-

vided with a furnished home which they will occupy for the

duratíon of the program. In addition, the male parent of
each family receives a Manpower training allowance which he

continues to receive until he begins his occupational train-
ing" The first few days of a family's stay at the centre are

devoted to orienting them to their new environment" Children,

if any, are placed in either the centrers school or, in the

case of pre-schoolers, in the centrers day nursery.
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After their initial orientation, both parents take part

in the centrets five week Basic Life Skil1s 
"orrr=".2

Fundamentally, the goal of this phase of the program is to

equip these native people, who for the most part have had

only limited contact with white soci-etyI with a number of

attitudes and behaviours which the centrers staff feel are

necessary for survival in todayrs urban, industrial (and

predominantly white) society" This portion of the program

is carried out by three specially trained coaches (both

Indians and. whites) who, in turn I are backed up by family

counsellors who help in the task of transferring classroom

experiences into everyday thought and behavior patterns.

These counsellors maintain contact with each family for the

duration of their two year stay at the centre, helping the

familj-es cope with whatever problems they may encounter in

their ner/v environment"

In the latter part of the Life Skills course, an at-

tempt is made, within the limitations of the centrers capa-

cities, to place each potential wage earner in an industry

which coincides with his particular occupational interests.

Unfortunately, due to the relatively restricted manpower

requirements and limited number of ind.ustries located at the

centre, students must sometimes accept jobs which do not

coincide with either their vocational interests or previous

2thu Life Skills Course is described in detail in
Chapter III.
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occupational skilIs. However, as centre staff point out,

the emphasis of this part of the course is not so much on

teaching specific vocational skills as it is on giving

trainees experience working within the highly controlled

and regimented atmosphere of a manufacturing industry.

Once he enters this industrial phase, Lhe trainee no

longer receives his Manpower allowance, but instead. re-

ceives half of his industryrs regular \,üage, a sum which is

roughly equivalent to the Manpower rate" After the six

month training period, each worker is put on full salary

for the remaining fifteen months he will sLay at the centre"

Towards the end of this period, the trainee is helped by a

Manpower placement counsellor to obtain a job suited to his

particular vocational skills and, when such a position is

found, the trainee and his family leave the centre"



CHAFTER III
THE LÏFE SKILLS COURSE

Although the id.ea of developing a Life Skills course

was initially conceived by the American psychoLogists

tr{inthrop Adki"ns and Sydney Rosenberg in L965r no definite
plans to teach such a course were made until 1968, when

Saskatche\dan NewStart Incorporat.ed3 of Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan, undertook to develop a Life Skills course as

part of its adult training and education program.

Under the direction of Ralph Hims1, NewStart staff
worked. to create a course that would equip "disadvantaged."

persons with a number of specific behaviours termed ,'Iife

skills", d.efined in course literature as "problem-solving
behaviours appropriately and responsibly used in the manage-

ment of personal affairs" (Training Research and Development
LStation", I973az4) " Equipped with such skills, the course,s

developers theorized that disadvantaged. people would be abre

to deal more effectively with the many problems they en-

countered in their daily lives and, consequently, free

themselves from such undesirable characteristics of lower

class life as chronic unemployment, marital instability, and,

1
'saskatchewan NewStart Incorporated is sponsored by the

Saskatchewan Department of Educatíon and the Canadian
Department of Regíonal Expansion.

¿.'The Training Research and Deveropment station wilI, for
the sake of brevíty, be hereafter simply referred to in
references as T"R.A"N.D.S"
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drug and alcohoJ abuse"

To ach-ieve the behavioural change objectives of the

course, project staff developed the Life Skills lessons as

a series of planned ]'group dynamics" ex¡reriences, in which

groups of ten to fifteen people work to improve ind.ividual

competence in five general areas identified as Se1f, Family,

Community, Job and Leísure. These e>çeriences are pre-

sented to students as problems, to which they are encouraged

to apply the problem-solving life skills outlined in the

course" Describing this focus on problem-solving, Berscheid

writes:
The Life Skills course is itself an applied
problem-solving system. The member enters
the group with a set of problems. These
are usually poorly defined and. the member
may not be aware of the problem itself,
only the effects as he interrelates with
others" Life Skills examines techniques
useful in resolving problems, and by study-
ing, and perhaps solving some of his own
problems while on the course, the member ac-
quires a set of skills he can apply in every-
day problem-solving (t.n"A"N.D"S", 7970:89) "

Each lesson of the Life Skills course is taught by a

specially trained t'coach", a giraduat,e of the NewStart

Corporationrs six week training program" The functions of

the coach, as described by Berscheid, include "creating
situations conducive to learning, establishing a model of
behaviour, introducing new values, facilitating the flow of
communication, and participating as an expertrr (T"R"A.N"D.S.,

1970:90).
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The Five Phase Lesson Plan

Each lesson in the Life Skills course focuses on a

particular skil1 objective; the coach helps students achieve

this objecLive through the application of a five step lesson

plan:

In the stimulus phase of the lesson, the coach in-
troduces the group to the problem under study. The manner

in which the problem is presented depends upon the particular
ski1l objective of the lesson" Some present.ation methods are

passive, with students listening to a taped program, viewing

a film, or reading a case study; others are active, where

students take part j-n 'rtrust exer.cises" or answer questions

which are designed. to introduce the topic under study"

Tn the next step of the Life Skills lesson, termed the

gvg_ceËqn phase, students are encouraged to express their
attitudes and feelings regarding the problem under study.

Particular care is taken by the coach not to lead group

members into giving a certain response, but to assist them

in expressing their own opinions" Through this discussion,

students gain a better understanding of the problem being

studied:

As the students share their knowled.ge about
the topic, the coach helps them clarify the
problem situation, classify the ideas ex-
pressed and define the problem. He helps
them formulate fact-finding questions for in-
vestigation in the next section (r"n"A.N"D.S.,
1973a:9).
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Having formulated these Ifact-finding( questions, the

group moves into the objectíVe ingui'ry/ski1l- practice

section of the Life Skills lesson. In this phase, students

seek to find anshrers to the problem as it has been defined

and, if necessary, practice new skilIs relevant, to the re-

solution of the problem. Their search for information may

involve st.udying films, reading books and magazines t or con-

sulting resource people in the community. Practicing the

skills deemed necessâry for resolving the problem under

study may involve the students watching their actions as re-

corded on video t or examining their behaviour according t.o

checklists "

fn the æp_lication phase of the lesson, students have

the opportunity to apply their newly-found knowledge and

skills to the solution of the problem being studies which,

in this phase, is presented as close to a real life situa-

tíon as possible:

Tn

luation

The real life situation changes as the
course develops. In the early parts
of the course, the here and now situa-
tion is the learning group. In mid-
cou.rse, the home, the community, or the
job become the focus; students interact
in the community, invite outsiders in,
or plan simulations of real situations
(T.R.A"N.D"S. I I973b:5) "

the final stage of the Life Skills lesson, the g.va-

phase, the students and coach determine to what

degree the group achieved the objectives of the lesson" The
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coach also notes the performance of each group member, in-

dicating where further practice is required and the most

effective means of providing it"

Theoretical Basis of Behaviour and Attitude Change

A description of the Life Skills course would not be

complete without some discussion of its und.erlying theore-

tical premises regarding attitude and behaviour change.

Although the definition of life skills as "problem-

solving behaviours" establishes the primacy of behavioural

change as a course objective, the words "responsibly" and

"appropriately" imply a definite attitude change objective

as well" This fact is recognized by the developers of the

Life Skills course" Discussing the meaning of the adjective

"responsibly", Himsel writes :

This word suggests value judgements of some
sort" C1early, training which gave the student
skills and no judgement as to their u.se, or
gave no practice in their responsible use,
would reflect a faulty design; the course
design must id.entify the criteria for respon-
sible use of skiIls, and provide practice in
the application of the criteria (t" n"A"N"D.S " ,
L970:205) "

These "criteria" are d.elineaLed in the second phase of

the Life Skills lesson:

The design of the objective inquiry phase of
the lesson aims at creating some rational basis
for" ".opinion and attitude formation, and the
actions related to these opinions and attitudes"
During this phase of the lesson, the student
conducts an investigation of sources containing
information relevant to the topic at hand. He
makes his owrl judgement on the value of these
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and tests his developing opinions in the
interaction with others (T 

" R. A.N. D" S " ,
L970 2206) "

One of the members of the group which the student

"tests" his attitudes against is the group's coach; this in-
dividual, by his words and actions, reinforces certain
opinions and beliefs while discouraging others, therefore

defining the attitudinal and behavioural objectives of the

course;

The coach, by his behaviour, implicitly or ex-
p1icit.1y introduces ne\,* values into the group"
The way he reflects feelings, clarifies com-
ments, and actively behaves focuses attention
on those problems which he feels the group
should eventually handle (T.R.A.N.D"S., L973az
13) "

Through the coach, therefore, the Life Skills course

introduces a number of attitudes to its students which are

regarded as essential to the "responsible" and "appropriate"
application of the problem-solving behaviours it tea.ches.

Given it,s attitudinal and behavioural objectives however,

certain questions remain to be answered about the Life Skills
course. Specifically, what are the theoretical assumptions

of the behaviour,/attitude relationship which underlie its
approach? Does the course attempt to change attitudes on

the premise that such changes will alter behaviour or, con-

versely, does the course aim at changing behaviour on the

basis of the assumption that such changes will lead to atti-
tud.inal change?
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The relationship of attitudes to behaviour is not

clearly defined j-n the Life Skil1s literat.ure" Himsl writes

that;

Some people distinguish between skills and.
attitudes unwillingly t or prefer to think that
skills do not develop without attitudes t or
alternatively, attitudes do not develop with-
out skills" Most everyone can name an atti-
tude easily enough: sulIen, warm, stubborn". "A little added thinking soon discovers the
relat.ed behaviours. With this widely held
opinion for supporl, the coach can think of
determining the direction of his training in
precise behavioural descriptions of the objec-
tives, without resolving the relationship be-
t\,,¡een attitudes and behaviour (T.R.A.N"D"S",
I9702421 "

. . . a coach can. create a perfectly sound objec-
tive f,or a Life Ski11s lesson \^¡ithout coming
to any categorical position on which comes
first, attitude change or behaviour change
(t. n"A"N" D.S. , L970:43) "

In the above statements, a distinction between attitudes
and behaviour is avoid.ed. Rather, Himsl implies that certain

attitudes are "related" to specific types of behaviour.

Since these differing behaviours can be more precisely de-

fined than their related attitudes, it. is argued that Life
Skills coaches should not define their lesson objectives in
terms of attitudes, but as clearly identifiable behavioural

ski11s" Presumably the attitudes associated with the"ap-

propriate" and "responsible" use of these skills will be in-
ternalized by the student in the course of learning the

desired ski11.

In a later statement, Himsl appears to contradict
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himself. He argues that the studentrs ability to transfer
the skills learned in the course to his fellow students and,

ultimately, a real-life situation, d-epends upon hís first
internalJ-zLng the values upon which the behavioural ski1l
itself is contingent,;

The structure of the lessons contain proce-
dures to help the student transfer his skills
. ".in the fourth part, the application phase,
the student uses his new foffiffi-în a
real life situation. As the group moves to
the fifth or evaluêtion phase of the l-esson
"..the studentffithe skill he has just.
Iearned to another person. This procedure
ensures mastery of the ski11 cognitively and
behaviourally; it also develops e.ffective
support since the student must internalize
the values on which the behaviour depends be-
fore he can effectively demonstrate it to
others (r"n"A"N".D.s., L970:208) "

From the above statement, it seems Himsl regards the in-
ternalization of a number of new attitudes as a prerequisite

to learning new behavíours. However, in a discussion of con-

tingency management, a differing view is put forth:

"...the focus of the Life Skills course is on changing be-

haviour in order to change feelings and attitudes" (T.R.A.N.D"S"

L973a:130) " Since their theoretical approach to âttitudinal
and behavíoural change is not clearly specified in the Life
Ski1ls literature, an examination of the tea-ching techniques

is needed to determine the theoretical basis of their
approach"

An important aspect of the skill-training process is the

opportunity the course provides for the student to practice

the skills he has been exposed to in a real-life situation.
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To learn the skill, however, the stud.ent rnust first be ex-

posed to it either by means of a visual presentation or

"ro1e-modelling" by a "role-competentt' individual" The

function of role-playing in the Life Skills course is des-

cribed in the following manner: t'Individ.uals learn to take

a particular role by imitating the model; in roþ-playing
they act out roles in order to learn new behaviours and

attitudesrr (r" n.A.N.D"S. I L97 3a;154) .

Role-playing in the Life Skills course, therefoLe,

acquaints students with new behaviours and attitudes; to

ensure that the students subscribe to these new behaviours

and attitudes, the Life Skills coach uses a system of re-

wards and punishments: " " ".4 reward following a bit of be-

haviour will strengthen that behaviour whether or not it
occurs during training hours" (T.R"A"N"D"S., I973a: 139) .

Cognitive Dissgnance Theory

Vfhat the Life Skills course hopes to accomplish, there-

fore, are permanent changes in attitud.es and behaviour using,

among other techniques, group discussions, role-playing
situations, and a system of rewards and punishments for
specific types of behaviour. Implicit in their approach is
the id.ea that the student is learning new, unfanúliar be-

haviours and attitudes (hence the need for discussions to
clearly conceptualize these variables), requiring a certain

amount of practice to be mastered (hence the need for role-
playing) and a syst.em of rewards (to ensure their continued
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use) "

When conceived of in this manner, the theory underlying

the Life Skills approach to behaviour and. attitude change

corresponds to Festingerrs theory of cogniLive dissonance

(Festinger, 1957) . Cognitions, as the term is employed in

this theory I are fragments of knowledge. opinions or beliefs

that the individual holds about himself or his environment"

According to Festingerrs theory, the presenLation of an

atypical or counterattitudinal behaviour to an individual

causes inconsistent or "dj-ssonant" cognitions, the content of

which is at variance with his present attitudes and behaviour

(Collins and Hoyt I L972:559) " Insofar as the individual-

cannot tolerate such inconsistent cognitions, he will strive

to eliminate or diminish them" This is accomplished in a

number of ways: "A person can reduce d-issonance either by

changing his behaviour, or by changing internal environment

(attitudes and perceptions) or his external environment"

(Zimbardo and Ebbeson , 1969 ¿72l- "

A crucial part of Festinger's theory is the explanation

of what, factors determine whether or not cognitive disson-

ance is aroused; in other words, the specification of what

condit,ions or situations will facilitate changes in behaviour

and attitud.es. Zimbardo and Ebbeson (Zimbardo and Ebbeson,

1969 270-72) outline two decision-making situations which are

likely to create dissonance, described as forced public com-

pliance and. free choice decision-making"
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Examples of the first situation are circumstances under

which an individual is induced- to give a speech to a group

or engage in a role-playing activi-ty. Both these actions,

if at variance with the personrs attitudes, are likely to
cause dissonance. In such instances, the individual can re-
duce this dissonance by either changing his attitudes, deny-

ing he ever engaged in such activities, or by providing his

own justifications for his public actions"

In the second t or free-choice decision-making situation,
the individual is offered a number of alternative behavioural

choices, each of which possesses certain positive and nega-

tj-ve features, from which he may choose. If these alterna-
tives are almost equally attractive to the subject, disso-

nance is aroused once he makes the decision to adopt one

form of behaviour over the others, since the loss of the

posit.ive qualities of the other alternatives a-re dissonant

with the knowledge that those alternatives were not chosen.

In this situation the primary method of reducing dissonance

is by increasing the attractiveness of the chosen alterna-

tive and decreasing the attractiveness of the unchosen al-
ternatives. This process, of course, means changing pre-

viously held attitudes regarding the alternatives presented.

In both the free - choice and- forced. compliance situa-
tions, the amount of dissonance the subject experiences and,

therefore, the magnitud.e of the pressure he feels to reduce

dissonance, is inversely related to the justification
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provided for engaging in the new behaviour" In the first
case, this justification is required because of the external

demand-s put on the individual to engage in a particular

type of behaviour. In Lhe second case, this justification

is needed because of the internal demands made on the ind.i-

vidual as a result of his selection of one form of behaviour

over others.

Of the aforementioned two methods of changing attitudes o

it appears that the Life Skills course favours the use of

the forced. compliance situation as a means of producing

changes in individual attitudes and behaviour. Contingency

management, a technique used in the course, is a system of
rewards and punishments designed. to encourage certain pat-

terns of behaviour in stud.ents. As noted in the Life Skil1s

literature, the coach uses this technique to encourage

students who often do not see the purpose or benefits of
course activities:

Your ro1e, as a Life Skills coach, is to u.se
whatever means you have to deliberately and
consciously help students improve in their
level of skills performance" This will no
doubt involve the deliberate use of reward
and punishment with some or all students.
It is not enough to say that the students
will see the personal benefit of improving
themselvest in many cases thís is not true.
Thus you must identify the types and amounts
of consequences and. power you can use to see
that the sLudents fu1fi11 their commitments
and achieve their goals (f"n.A.N.D"S., L973az
130).

Another technique used. extensively in Life Skil-1s
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training is role-playing, whose functionr ês d.escribed in

course literature, coincides with that it serves in the

forced compliance situation" Specifically, it forces the

individ.ual to publicly engage in a counterattitudinal be-

haviour, therefore producing cognitive dissonance and,

possibly, attitude change" As described in a Life Skills

coach manual, one of the functions of role-playing is:

. . . to change the attitudes of students to-
ward people with whom they disagree, dis-
like, do not understand, etc" There is con-
siderable evidence that "ro1e reversal" is
an effective technique in producing attitu-
dinal and behavioural change (T"R.A.N.D"S.,
L973a:166) "

To summarLze the preceding discussion, it may be stated-

that, although no theory is specified in the Life Skills

course literature, an analysi-s of the teaching techniques

used in the course indicates that the theoretical basis of

its approach to attitude change is cogir:iLive dissonance

theory" Viewed from this perspective, the "life skills"

students practice in their lessons will only become part of

their everyday behaviour if these new behaviours succeed in

creating psychologically inconsistent cognit,ions in the

students which, when resolved, produce attitud.es that are sup-

portive of, or consonant with, these new behaviours" Thus,

an evaluation of the Life Skills course must incorporate a

measure of the degree to which this training program achieves

its underlying objective of attitude change , f.or without such
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changes, Lhe behaviours practiced by students in the class-

room stand little chance of being repeated once these

people leave the controlled setting where these life ski11s

are taught"



CHAPTER TV

STATEMENT OF THE RESEARCH PROBLEM

The Oo-Za-We-Kwun Centre required an evaluatj-on which

would serve two functions: (1) assess the validity of the

Life Skills course as a means of preparing the reserve

rndian for life in urban society, and (2) serve as a moder-

for future course evaluations which, in turn, would provide

centre staff with information for on-going program assessment

and improvement"

In addition to these practical concerns, there were

others of human interest as well. One of the most often

cited explanations for the rnd.ian's lack of participation in
the affairs of Canadian society is the supposedly great dif-
ference, which exists between the rndian and white cultures.
rf the rndian culture is so different from that of the larger
society which dominates it, however, is it realistic to ex-

pect that the attitudes and behaviours which make it so dis-
tinctive can be changed in a five week course? patterns of
thought and action developed in the course of a lifetime
might be expected to offer a certain amount of resistance to
efforts at change. An additional objective of this study,

therefore, was to determine from an additudinal perspective

the magnitude of this change"
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Basic Reg-earch, Evaluative Research and Study Objectives

A valid ansvüer to the questions raised by the Life

Skills course can only be obtained through objective re-

search (i"e. research based on standardizeð. and verifiable
procedures of inquiry); securing such evidence is the function

of evaluative research.

The distinction between evaluative research and basic

research is one of purpose rather than method (Suchman , L969 z

16) " Evaluative research utilizes the scientific method

primarily to answer questions of social. significance, whereas

basic research employs scientific methods to answer questions

of theoretical importance. These two interests are not

mutually exclusive, however, and evaluative research can¿ as

in the Oo-Za-We-Kwun situation, provide answers to questions

of both social and sociological sigrrificance" Perhaps the

best manner in which to conceptualize these dual functj-ons is

to view evaluative research as being situated at the inter-

section of theory and practice"

TodayIs social I'action" programs may be seen as social
rêxperiments", representing the practica-l application of the

theories of social science (derived from basic research) to

the social problems facing certain groups in society. Evalua-

tive researchrutilizing the same techniques of d.ata collec-
tion and analysis as pure t or basic research, measu.res the

effectiveness of these efforts at soci-a1 intervention. In

so doing, it not only provides evidence on how successful
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these efforts at directed social change are, but also on

the validity of the underlying theories of change on which

they are based" I'r7hen conceived of in such conceptual and

method.ological terms, evaluative research can make a major

contribution to both social policy and social science know-

ledge, providing information of interest and relevance to

both policy-makers and social theorists "

Thus, the evaluation of the Oo-Za-We-Kwun Centrers

Life Skills course serves two functions: first, it provides

the programrs administrators with an objective measure of

the degree to which they are achieving their d.esired- objec-

tives, and secondly, it provides a measure of the extent to

which they succeed in operationalizing the course's theoreti-

caI approach to behaviour and. attítude change,



CHAPTER V

THE EVALUATIVE RESEARCH FTELD

Evaluative research is a relatively new methodological

field whj-ch has developed during the last two decades on a

t.ria1-and-error basis largely as a response to the prolifera'

tion of new "social actionü programs" Like most new meLho-

dological activities, there is little agreement as to pre-

cisely what should- constitute evaluative research and, from

perusing the volumnous literature on the subject, one gets

the impression that what passes for this endeavour is, in
fact, a motley assortment at best and virtually chaos at

worst" As Suchman (Suchman, L967a227) points out, one finds

a wide variety of statistical records, inventories, surveys,

testimonials and. experiments sr-ibsumed under the general head-

ing of evaluative studies " These studies vary from highly

subjective assessments typified by an "Is everybody happy?"

approach, to complex experimental designs with detailed

statistical analyses. The only notable feature of the field
of evaluative research is its lack of comparability and

cumulativeness of findings.

In order for evaluative, evaluation t oÍ evaluational
(the terms are used interchangeably here) research to be use-

fu1, however, there must be an understand^ing of its scope,

of the various approaches such assessments can t.ake, of the

ways this research can be utilized, and. of the d.ifferent view-

points of people working in the field" It is these issues
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which will be considered in this section"

Definition

It would seem logical to first have some understanding

of the term evaluation" In so doingr oo attempt will be

made to offer a denotative definition with which everyone is
expected to agree" Rather, an analysis of the key dimensions

of the various definitions of evaluation will be made which,

it is hoped, ffiây provide a clearer understanding of this term.

.Attempts at defining evaluation reflect concern with
boÈh information on the outcomes of programs and judgements

regarding the desirability or value of programs. In their
definitions, Suchman (Suchman, 1967a), Tripodi, Fellin and

Epst.ein (Tripodi, Fellin and Epstein, I97L), Hyman and Vüright

(Hyman and Wright, L967) and Alkin (Alkin, L9691 emphasize

the informational- aspect of evaluation" Suchman (Suchman,

l967 a: 31-32) defines evaluation as "the determination" . . of
the results"".attained by some activity"..designed to accom-

plish some valued goal or objective". Tripodi, FelLin and

Epstein (Tripodi, Fellin and Epstein, 1969zl2) refer to eva-

luat,ion as the "systematíc accumulation of facts for provid-

ing informatj-on about the achievement of program requisites
and goals relative to efforts, effectiveness, and effici-
ency.. "rr Hyman and Ìrlright (Hyman and Wright, 1967) define

evaluational research as "fact-finding methods that yield
evidence that is objective, systematic, and comprehensive".
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Similarly, Alkin (Alkint L969zIQ7) refers to evaluation as

"the process of ascertaining decision areas of concern,

selecting appropriate information, and collecting and ana-

lyzing information in order to report sulnmary data useful to

d-ecision-makers in select,ing among alternativest'.

The jud.gemental dimension is emphasized by Scriven

(Scriven , L967 zL23-I241 who defines evaluation as a "methodo-

logical activity which. " "consists simply" . " rofr 
" " "the gather-

ing and combining of performance data with a weighted set of

scales to yield. either comparative or numerical ratings" "

Riecken (Rieckeno 1953:86) similarly emphasizes that evalua-

tion "is the measurement of the desirable and undesirable

consequences of an action intended to forward some goal" 
"

For the purposes of this study, Carol Weiss provídes

perhaps the most useful definit,ion of evaluation, incorporat-

ing in her definition both the information gathering and

jud.gemental aspects of evaluation, as well as an explanation

of the relationship of evaluative to non-evaluative research"

As Weiss (Weiss , L972:3-4) writes, "evaluation research is

concerned with finding out how well action programs work" It

represents the applicati-on of social science research methods

to discover information of importance to program practice and

public policyr'"

The Goal Model

Traditionally,

comes or t in other

the focus of evaluation has been on out-

words ¡ oû how well a progrê.m/ either on a
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long or short term basis, has succeeded in achieving it.s

stated goals" In recent years, howevern there has been con-

siderable discussion of a rrsystem mod.el" of evaluation

rather than a t'goa1 model"" As Weiss (Weiss , 1972z16) ob-

serves, while there is little concensus of opinion as to

what the elements of this model should be' the advocates of

the system model share the belief that programs fulfill other

functions and have other consequences besides achieving offi-

cial goa1s, and. that these must also be studied" Both the

goal anC system model have their advantages and limitations

and., insofar as differences in viewpoints among researchers

derive for the most part from their emphasis on different

types of evaluative models, the characteristics of these

differing models will be discussed in some detail.

In the evaluative research field there is general agree-

ment that one of the most difficult and also critical phases

in the evaluative process is the clarification of a program's

objectives" Once these specific objectives have been clearly

defined, however, proponents of the goal model feel that the

appropriate methodology and criteria for assessing the pro-

gram can be correctly selected" This goal model of evalua-

tion has been wid.ely described in sociological literature and

possesses rnany of the characteristics of classical or "non-

eyaluativet' research. As Suchman (Suchman ' I967b2329) ex-

plainsf "the scientific method is the only logical basis for

all research" Therefore it follows that both evaluative and
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non-evaluative research musL obey the same rules and utilize

the same techniques".

The techniques employed in the goal-attainment model of

evaluation, then, are derj-ved mainly from the controlled ex-

periment tradition" In its simplest form outlined by Rossi

and Vfilliams (Rossi and Williams, L972;29-38) , the controlled-

experiment^al desi gn is composed of one experimental (treated)

group and one control (untreatecl) group, the members of each

group being selected randomly from the same universe before

the treatment is given" Once the e>çerimental group has

been given the treatmentf measures of the presumed effect of

the treatment are taken in each group. The test of program

effectiveness is giVen by the significance of the difference

between the experimental and control group"

Suchman (Suchman, L967a:93) stresses that this model

represenls the ideal experimental model from which all adap-

tions must ultimately be derived a.nd, if the conditions of

control are satisfied, its results are infallible" "The fly

in the ointment" as Weiss observes, is that outside of the

laboratory the requirements of this desj.gn can rarely be met

and deviat-ions.and. compromises have to be made if evaluative

research is to be carried out.

Campbell (in Suchman, 1967b;336-337) summarizes the major

fôrm such adaptations take" The simplest and- probably weakesL

research design for evaluating the goals of a program in-

volves measuring a group only after it has been exposed to a
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program to see whether they show the desired effect" In this
case, there is no base line measure to compare the extent to
which the experimental group has changed as a result of theír
exposure to the program. In thís form of research, there is
always the possibility of a self-selective sampling bias

with those ind.ividuals most susceptible to the treatment pro-

vided by the program e>çosing themselves to a greater degree

than others"

An improved design for measuring goal attainment, still
lacking a control group, is termed by Campbell as the "one-

group, pre-test, post-test" design where the same group is
measured both before and after e)<posure to the program" Em-

ploying this methodn the evaluator can measure the degree of

change and also compare those who changed with those who did

not. However, as Suchman (Suchman, L967b2337) points outn

five sources of error are still possible: (1) the real
cause of observed change may be due to external factors

which occurred at the same time as the program; (2\ the

change may be due to "unstimulated" change as a result of
time alone (natural improvement); (3) the "before" measure

itself may act as a stimulus for change i (4) changes in the

after measure may be only reflections of the testing in-
strumenLrs unreliability; and. (5) unreliability may prod-uce

stat,istical regression, with values shifting towards the

mean "

A third experimental technique for assessing goal
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attainment involves the introd.uction of a control group to

the after-only portion of the evaluation process. Provided

that there is reason to believe that the control and ex-

perimental g-roups \¡rere comparable to begin with, this eva-

luative design provides a much closer approximation to the

experimental method than other evaluative models"

Other d-esigns have been put forth by other evaluators,

but insofar as these designs are variations of the afore-

mentioned basic models, this paper will not discuss them.

Suffice it to say, no matt,er which experiment.al design is
used, the demonstration or proof of effectiveness is ulti-
mately related to the ideal experimental situation" What, is
important for the purposes of this study is the criticisms
that, have been made regarding the use of this experimental

model for measuring the worth of social programs" Before

outlining these criticisms, however¡ ân explanation of the

system modeL will be given, since this model has been in-
troduced as an evaluative tool for researchers largely be-

cause of the supposed inadequacies of the goal model of

evaluation.

The System Model

As mentioned earlier, there is little agreement as to

what elements should be included in the system mode1.

Rather its advocates share the belief that programs fulfill
important functions which, although they may not be dírectly
related to achieving official program goals, nevertheless
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have important consequences and- are therefore worthy of

evaluative analysis" Etzioni (Etzioni, 1960) provides pro-

bably the fullest explanation of the system model of program

evaluation" As he point.s ou.t, the starting point in this

approach is not the conceptualizatíon of a programts goa1s,

but the construction of a working model of a social unit

which is capable of achieving a goal. The system model, ac-

cording to Etzioni, is a "multifunctional unit" which re-

cognizes the fact that a program must fulfiIl four import-

ant functions if it. is to survive" In addition to studying

the achievement of goals and subgoals, the system model

analyzes how a program: maintaíns coordination of its sub-

units; acquires and maintains necessary resources i and

adapts to its operating environment and internal demands.

A fund.amental assumption of the system mod.el is that a

significant part of a programts resources are of necessity

devoted to inobstrusive activities related to the organiza-

tionts maintenance, which, although non-obvious ' are cri-

tical elements in the effective functioning of the program

and, therefore, are worthy of study" In contrast to the

goal model of evaluation whose primary focus is on the degree

of success a program realizes in attaining a certain objec-

tive, the system model aims at determining the degree to

which an organization realizes its objectives in light of

the exigencies of the situation within which it operates.

The key questiono according to Etzioni, is: I'Under the given
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conditions, how close does the organlzational allocation of

resources approach an optimum distributíon?t' The key word in
Etzionirs eva-luative model, then, is optimum, and what is

important from his perspective is the balanced distribution

of resources among all organizational objectives, not the

maximal sat.isfaction of one particular goal"

Rather than focusing exclusively on goal-attainment,

therefore, the system model uses other criteria of effective-
ness as well, such as the agency's ability to recruit re-

sources, attract top-quality personnel, achieve integration
in its operating environment, and gain political support in
the community, etc" (Weiss, L970:334)" A key feature of the

system approach is what Etzioni terms "program feedback mech-

anismst' which continually monitor the agency¡s operation,

provid.ing administrators with a constant flow of information

about their program that can be used to more effectively plan

later phases of the program and correct current inad.equacies"

A Cornparison of the Goal and System êgp_I""eheg_

In seeking to conceptuaLLze possible approaches to

evaluation, two fundamental research models, the goal or goal-

attainment model, and system model, have been discussed" Our

att,ention will now turn to the consideration of the reasons

why these two different modes of evaluation have been put

forward"

The introduction of the system mod.el of evaluation as

noted earlier can be seen largely as a response to the
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supposed inadequacies of the goal model of evaluation" Some

of the most often voiced criticisms of the goal model are

that they are "one-shot" efforts and- have what one writer

terms as only "terminal availability" (cuba , l-969 2258) " It is

argr:ed that a progra:n ca¡not be judged realistically on a

"pass-fail" basis, since very rarely are the results of a

single evaluation study so conclusive as to "prove" a program

a complete success or failure" Also, the goal model of

evaluation produces data only at the end of the program ancl,

therefore, if the services provided are judged to have been

inappropriate or inadequate, nothing can be done to correct

the ina.dequate treatment received by those who have already

completed the program. Benefit from the evaluation is
derived only in the future" In contrast, advocates of the

system model argue that this techniqueo since it is a con-

tinuous on-going process, provides information at every stage

of a program¡s d.evelopment, and, therefore, can be used more

effectively to plan lat.er phases of the prograrn and correct

current inadequacies.

To the proponents of experimental designs, such argu-

ments are based upon a misunderstanding of the goal model¡s

potential applications" The requirements of experimental

designs do not necessarily imply a self-contained, "one-shot"

study of the effectiveness of a clearly defined program" As

Suchman (Suchman, L970z6L-62) states, there are a number of
phases in the life cycle of a program, each of which requires
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a dj-f ferent form of evaluation: a 'rpilot phaseil during

which new approaches and new organizational structures or

procedures are tried on a trial-and-error basis: a "model

phase" when the program administrator tests a particular

program strategy which he feels stand.s the greaLest likeli-

hood of success; a "prototype" phase when the program is no

longer in the experimental stage but is an on-going part of

the organization"

Evaluation may occur, says Suchman, ât each stage of

the above sequence since each of these processes can be seen

as a series of purposive activities designed to achieve its

o\Á¡n goal" At each phase of a program, evaluation provides

information regarding how well that particular phase of a

program has achieved its objectives, thereby giving the pro-

gram administrator necessary information on how to further

develop his program. vühile Suchman (Suchman, 1970:58) con-

cedes that generally the goal model, with its experimental

design, has traditionally been employed as an evaluative

technique when a program has become operational, he sees no

reason why research and planning cannot also be evaluated

using this approach.

In a similar manner, Michael Scriven (Scriven , L967 z

L23-I241 | another advocate of the goal model of evaluation,

does not see the usefulness of this technique being limited

to jud.ging the worth of a program in a pass-fail manner,

Like Suchman, Scriven makes a distinction between evaluation
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whose primary aim is to aid in the development of a program

in its early phases ("formative" evaluation) r and evaluation

which judges the worth of a program once it is in operation

("summative" evaluatj-on) . But as Scriven (Scriven tL967 2127)

observes, "it is obvious that if the goals arentt worth

achieving then it is uninteresting how well they are

achieved". Thusn he believes that evaluation must include,

as an equal partner to the judgement of the worth of a pro-

gram on the basis of the achievement of certain goals, pro-

ced-ures f,or the evaluation of these goals 
"

Critics of the system model of evaluation have noted

that it does not provide any mechanj-sm for judging the worth

of a program strategy because it lacks definitive criteria,
such as goa1s, against which to gauge a program! s effective-
ness. As Scriven (Scriven, 19692125) observes, evaluation

must always include some estimation of merit, worth or

value, tor "we cannot afford to tackle anxiety about evalua-

tion by ignoring its purpose and confusing its presentation".

In system-oriented evaluation, writes Suchman (Suchman, L97Qz

76-77) , there ís always the possibility of " " . . a tendency to

work within the system and to take for granted íts general

legitJ-macy". Suchman sees the system model of evalu.ation as

"corrective rather than challenging to the existing struc-
ture or operation "and" while the system may become more ef-
ficient as a result of such evaluative efforts, it is not

1ikely to r:nd.ergo any basic changes". In contrast, evalua-

tions based on a goal model attempt. to directly relate
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activities to outcomes I giving a better indication of the

worth of a particul-ar program"

To summaríze the foregoing discussion, it might be said-

that differences among researchers regarding the relative
merits of the system and goal (or experimental) mod.el of

evaluation are fundamentally related to their differing
opinions regarding the purposes this type of research should

serve. Faced with these alternative designsn perhaps the

best course a would-be evaluator could follow would be to

select Lhe approach he sees as most relevant to the purposes

of the program he intends to study.s

The Politics of Evaluation

Selecting a suitable desÍgn for evaluation is not the

only problem faced by the researcher in a program setting"
As many who undertake this kind of study a-re discoverirgo

the problems associated with carrying out evaluative re-

search are not only conceptual and methodological, but

political as well" As one observer comments:

Evaluation. " "produces information which is at
least potentially relevant to decision-making
" ".Decision-making, of course, is a euphemism
for the allocation of resources moneyn posi-
tion, authority, etc" Thus to the extent that
information is an instrument, basis t or excuse
for changing power relationships within or
among institutions, evaluation is a political
activity (Cohen, 1970:138-139) .

q"The particular research
of the Life Skills course is
VI.

design used for the evaluation
discussed in detail in Chapter
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In this portion of Lhe paperr âr effort will be mad.e to

systematically review the political implications of under-

taking the evaluation of a social action program like the

Life Skills course. To accomplish this purpose, the re-

lationship between evaluative research and action programs

generally \,vi11 be examined as this research activity pro-

ceeds through its introduction, execution, and eventual

utilization j-n such programs 
"

While the primary purpose of evaluation is seen by many

as being a rational aid to decision-making, a number of

writers (Caro, 1969 : 80 ; Luchterhand, 1967 2506-52I¡ Suchman,

1970:81) have noted that it. can also serve a variety of
political ends:

Program decision-makers may turn to evaluation
to d.elay a decision; to justify and legitimate
a decision already mad.e; to extricate them-
selves from controversy about future directions
by passing the buck; to vindicate the program
in the eyes of its constituents; its funders o

or the public; to satisfy conditions of a
government or foundation grant through the
ritual of evaluation (Weiss, 1972:14).

Very often, the political ends evaluation is called

upon to serve are couched in the alcstruse phraseology of the

research specifications (less benevolently termed "research

restrictions") laid down by program administrators a-s guide-

lines for the researcher to follow. If the would-be evalua-

tor is not fully cognizant of the covert political motives

often hidden in such research specifications, he may later

find himself the víctim of subtle political pressures to
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alter the direction of his study or direct efforts to

"torpedo" it entirel-y" Resisting such subversive activities

is of dubious value once the study has begun, for its re-

commendations wiIl more than 1ike1y be discredited. or ignored

by the program¡s staff anyviay" Before undertaking an evalua-

tion, therefore, the researcher must have a clear understand-

ing of both the restrictions placed. on his study and the ends

it is designed to serve.

Having accepted the conditions of his employment, the

researcher is faced with the task of operationalizing the

goals of the program under study in a manner that allows

them to be objectively measured" While this procedure

varies according to the approach (goal or system model) the

study is to follow, it is nevertheless an important stage of

any evaluation and, very often, the most difficult" The

criteria of success in narrow-aim programs, such as educa-

tional up-grading or occupational training, are relatively

easy to specify and, therefore, are readily translated into

suitable operationalizations. The aims of broad-aim pro-

grams, by contrast, are often numerous and diffuse and pre-

sent a legion of difficulties for the researcher seekj-ng

clearly delineated program objectives "

As Vüeiss and Rein (Vüeiss and Rein, 1970:102) note, the

researcher must often subject program personnel to intensive

questioning in order to determine what the program¡s objec-

tives are" Unfortunately, rrV'lhat the socj-al scient,ist thinks
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of as ¡objectíve investigationr the practitioner often takes

as thostile attackt" (Wilensky and Lebeaux, 1958:20). Con-

sequently, administrators often feel that the evaluator, in

his search for suitable measurement criteria, is purposely

tryj-ng to lead them into an over-simplification or misrepre-

sentation of their programrs aims" As we11, the adminj-stra-

tors of broad-aim programs often do not know exactly what

the impact of their program will be, and can only provide

the evaluator with a list of the objectives they hope their
program will achieve through its intervention"

Even when the evaluator is successful in operationaliz-

ing suitable criteria for the measurement of a program's

full range of consequences, however, his problems are noL

necessarily at an end" His next task is the collection of

data for the study and, although this would appear to be a

relatively straight-forward phase of the evaluation process,

a number of obstacles often confound its execution.

Agency records usually do not meet the informational re-

quirements of the researcher andr âs a result, he must fre-
quently ask both the program's clients and staff to ansv¡er

questions, fill out forms t or engage in other information-

gathering activities" As Weiss (!üeiss , L97227') observes,

program staff often resent the disruptíons and delays these

activities cause since they are taken away from their primary

function of assisting the program's clients"

Program staff may also be reluctant to provide the
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researcher with certain information for ethical and profes-

sional reasons" First, the project worker may deny the re-

searcher informat.ion because he feels it violates the confi-

dentiality of his relationship with a client. Second, a

staff member may not wish to ask clients certain questions

because he feels they are a violation of the personrs per-

sonal privacy" Third, the practitioner may feel that asking

such questions will jeopardize his ability to help a client

who has come to the agency largely because of the degree of

relative anonymity which their treatment process aIlows"

Having collected and interpreted the data for his study,

the researcher arrives at the final phase of the evaluation

process the presentation of the stud-y¡s find-ings" A1-

though obtaining a hearing for the presentation of results

is not a problem, current information (Morehouse, J-9722870¡

Weiss, 1966:318; Elinson, L9672299) indicates that many care-

fully designed and well executed evaluations have not af-
fected program policy-making in a significant manner in
spite of the efforts of researchers" This is a serious

shortcomi*g, for if a primary function of evaluation is to

serve as a "handmaiden to social polJ-cy", it would. appear

that it has often failed in a major purpose" Given the

potential of this type of research to serve as an aid to

rational decision-making, what factors are responsible for

its frequent non-utilization?

The most obvious explanation for the non-use of the
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fi-ndings of evaluation is the evaluatorrs lack of author-

ity" Although an evaluaLion may make a number of sugges-

tions relevant to agency decision-making, policy-makers are

not necessarily obliged to act upon them" Very often, ad-

ministrators accept findings which are consistent with their
own line of thinking but ignore those with which they do not

agree.

If the findings of an evaluation are particularly at

odds with administrative thinking, but cannot be ignored. be-

cause they are subjecL to scrutiny by a governing body out-

side of the agency, they are likely to become a matter of
debate rather than purposive action" On the one side of
this controversy are administrators who, in order to secure

adequate support for their projects, have frequently pitched

their claims regarding the efficacy of their programs much

higher than can be realistically expected. On the other are

program evaLuations which, as various commentators (Rossi,

1972222i Weiss, L9702332¡ Morehouse, L97224-5¡ Elinson,

L9672297-298) have observed, frequently illustrate little, if
any, positive effects.

When the discrepancy between stated claims and measured

results is too g,reat, the likelihood- of the evaluation ever

being used as a basis for rational action is greatly reduced.

If administrators have never seriously entertained the pos-

sibility that the results of an evaluation might be negative,

they are not 1ike1y to accept such findings once they are
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presented. Rather, they are more likely to believe the

fault is with the evaluation, not their program" In such a

situation, the characteristic response of the administrator

to the findings is to "go for the throat" of the writer, f.or

either the evaluation or program must be discredited, since

neither can grant the legit.imacy of the other !ì/ithout ad-

mitting the error of the assumptions upon which their own

work is based"

A similar problem in the use of evaluation results is

related to the dífferent perspectives of evaluators and pro-

gram administrators. Evaluation, by the very role in which

it has been cast, has a vested interest in determining the

effectiveness of social programs. "Effectiveness", of

course, is synonymous with efficiency and, therefore, im-

plicit in the role of being an evaluator is the idea of

finding out what components of a program are inefficient and

encouraging change in these areas. Thus, evaluations are

predisposed to being change-oriented" Servj-ce programs, by

contrast, are likely to value constancy rather than change"

In part, thj-s is due to the manner in which these programs

evolve:

Very few programs are born without roots Ín
the existing order of things " There are ties
and obligations to old agency philosophies
and ways of work and to the assumptions and
methods of trad.itional professions (Weiss,
1970:335) "

Service prograrns also tend toward stability rather than

change because of the very fact that they are organizations.
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As Longwood and Simmel (Longwood and SimmelI 1962231,4) com-

ments "No matter what purpose an organization is created for,
once it is established its purpose becomes to perpetuate

itself" " Like other bureaucracies, the social service or-
ganization, once established, becomes elaborated in its o\,ün

structure, tending to legitimate certain hierarchies of

authority, lines of communication, and rules for intra-
organizational competition for promotion" Vühen changes are

suggested, partícularly those which do not come from within
the organization itself, there is always the chance that some

standardized, familiar procedures will be changed, some es-

tablished practices discredited, or worse, a bureaucrat's

self-styled empire d.estroyed.. It is well known that in many

organizations, the jockeying for power and prestige often

take precedent over the delivery of service"

From this perspective, all changes can be seen as ini-
mical to the organization, since they introduce with them

into the organizational structure. unknown and unpredictable

elements which are bound. to upset its homeostatic balance.

In this instance, resistance to the findings of evaluation

is not due to differences in professíonal id.eology regarding

the most efficient manner in which to achieve the agency's

objectives, but to the threat evaluation results represenL

to the established manner in which the organizat.ion functions "

Part of the reason evaluative findings may not be

utilized is, of course, attributable to the manner in which

they are presented" Vühile administrators typically seek firm,
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clear recommendations which will serve as a basis for future
program policy-making, they often instead receive findings
that are e)<pressed in abstract terms having only limited
applicability and relevance to their programs" This is due

to what one writer has termed the "unsuitabilit.ies of aca-

demic social science for policy research". Listing the

shortcomings of an overly formal approach Lo policy research,

Gans writes:

Academic social sci-ence seeks to understand
society, not intervene in it, resulting in
many organizational, theoretical and metho-
dological features that cannot be applied. to
policy research. " "it is possible to identify
some prevailing theoretical and conceptual
features that make it unsuitable for policy
purposes. These are: its detachment,
"impersonal universalism", high leve1s of
generality and abstractness, and last but
not least, its metaphysical perspectives
(Gans, L97L:19).

In order to be useful to the administrator, the evalua-

tive researcherrs findings must be policy-oriented rather
than academic in perspective. Although the specialized

vocabulary of social science may be conceptually and contex-

tualIy coherent to other acad.emics, it is f ar removed from

the realities of the day-to-day operation of a social action
program and is, therefore, not likely to provide administra-

tors with positive guidelines for policy design and program

intervention "

To be useful, the results of an evaluative study must

be translated into recommendations about actual organiza-

tional and procedural changes that would improve the
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programts ability to rea1-|ze its objectives" As Suchman

(Suchman, L967azl62) points out, the more specific and de-

tailed. the evaluation is in terms of identifying wha-t part.s

of the prograrn have failed or need revision, the greater its
likelihood is of being used as a basis for correcting pro-

gram deficiencies,

In conclusion, it may be said that in order to effec-
tively conduct an evaluation, the aspiring eval,uator re-
quires not only a knowledge of research method.ology, but an

awareness of the political implications of und.ertaking this
type of research as well" Very often, the canons of re-
search may indicate one action, but the organtzational,

interpersonal, and political exigencies of the action pro-

gram setting dictate quit,e another. A good evaluation,

therefore, is one which combines a sound methodological ap-

proach with an appreciation of both the informational re-
quirements of the decision-maker and the constraints imposed

by the situation in which the evaluation takes pIace"



CHAPTER VI

METHODOLOGY

A number of factors had to be considered in the d-evelop-

ment of a suita-ble research design for the evaluation of the

Life Skílls course"

First, there were only a few "graduates" of the two

year Oo^Za-We-Kwun program, which mad.e it impossible to con-

struct an evaluation of the Life Skills course on the basis

of a follow-up study of individuals who had. completed their

training at the centre. While additional students have,

since the time this study was undertaken, completed the pro-

gramr they have not had sufficient time in their new social

environment to allow a valid measure of their progress"

Secondly, there were considerations of time and resources

as wel1" The evaluatj-on could not make great demands on the

time avaílab1e to students for instruction nor could it in-

volve great expense" In these terms, the j-deal evaluation

rr¡as one which could be easily administered and woul-d involve

a minimum of disruption in the teaching program"

A third factor which had to be considered was that of

developing suitable operationalizations of the goals of the

course being studied" In the case of the Life Skills course,

with its numerous and diffuse goals, the task was to clarify

which goals should be measured" While the course's ultimate

aim is to help native people make the transition from re-

serve to the mainstream of Canadian society, its immediate
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objectives, like helping a former farm worker adjust to the

regimen of a factory assembly line t or teaching a couple

how to budget, are far more specific yet stil1 difficult to
operationalize "

Evaluative Objectives md Cr!!g5Þ
As noted earlier, while the Life Skills course formu-

lates its objectives in terms of teaching specific problem-

solving behaviours, the studenLrs acquisiLion or "mastery"

of these skills is contingent on his ability to define their

"appropriate" and "responsible" use, implying definite at-
titude change objectives in the course as we1l" Since it
was impossible to observe whether or not the Life Skills
students used these new behaviours once they left the class-

room, it was obvious that the only way in which the goals of
the course could be evaluat.ed was by determining the degree

to which the students internalized the attitudes necessary

to support these new patterns of behaviour" The extent to
which the Life Ski11s course achieved it,s attitude change

objectives, therefore, would serve as a measure of the degree

to which it realized its goals of producing enduring and

generalized. changes in behaviour"

Unfortunately, the attitudinal objectives of the course

are not stated in the Life Skills literature" To fill this
informa-tion gapr the head of the Life Skills training program

at the centre, Mr. Arthur Carriere, listed- what he felt the

attitud.inal change objectives of the course were. These
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attitude change goa1s, categorizeð. according to the five

general areas delineated in the course, were expressed as

follows:

Self

Develop self-confidence, self-awareness, a positive
self-image "

Ability to speak publicly.

A positive attitude towards the law.

Family

Develop positive attitudes toward family life generally"

Ability to communicate effectively with oneus spouse"

Responsibility t.owards children"

Ability to budget effectively"

Community

Ability to develop effective interpersonal relations
wit^h neighbours, fellow members of the community.

Willingness t,o cooperate with others.

Develop a feeling that the individual has certain
rights in the community and some control over community
affairs

Job

Develop a positive attitude to work generally"

Ability to get a-Iong with employees, bosses, customers"

Develop a feeling of responsibility to oners company.

Leisure

Develop an understanding of the broad meaning of leisure.

Recognition that. leisure is not necessarily an indivi-
d.ual diversion, but can be enjoyed by all.
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Recognition that leisure time may be used for purposive
action to benefit oneself.

The Research Design

The research design for the evaluation of the Life
skills course \^/as developed to provide an objective measu.re

of the degree to which the course realized the aforementioned

goals of attitude change"

Vüith the cooperation of the cent,ref s staff r êrr atti-
tudinal index was consLructed embodying these change objec-

tives " This i-ndex was ad.ministered to five successive

classes of students according to a "pre-test, post.-test" ex-

perimental research desi gn using a time-lag control group.

The test of the program's effectiveness in changing indivi-
duar attitudes was based on the significance of the differ-
ence between the test scores on the first and second test.
To ensure that any significant changes in the overall atti-
tude scores \dere attributable to the course, the design in-
corporated a time-lag control group made up of native per-

sons living at the centre who had not taken the Life skills
course. rn the event of sígnificant changes in attitude
scores occurring in the experimental groups, the control
group would be measured over an id.entical time period to de-

termine whether the changes measured \^¡ere due to the program,s

int,ervention or some alien factor.
As well as determining the d.egree to which the Life

skills course achieved. its attitude change objectives, the
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evaluation \^ras designed- to also provide information on why

these objectives Ívere (or were not) being achieved with
respect to certain groups or individuals taking the course.

The tests distributed to the student.s, therefore, included

questions on the respondents' ê9e, education, previous

places of residence, family sizer ând past job experience.

By a.nalyzing the student¡s test scores in terms of each of

these variables, the evaluation would provide further insight
into what individual characteristics vrere associated with
attitude change in the Life Skills course.

The use of a pre-test, post-test experimental design for
evaluating the Life Skills course was d.ictated by a combina-

tion of methodological and practical consideratíons. As

noted earlier, despite the differing designs available to

the evaluative researcher, the experimental model, both in
scientific and political terms, remains the ideal in evalua-

tion methodology" Like any evaluation, this studyrs

methodology is open to attack and, in the face of this pos-

sible criticism, it was felt the best approach would be one

which could. rule out rival explanations for the outcomes

measured. on the strength of its o\^rn design" Judged on this
basis, the experimental design for evaluation was preferable

to that of a. process oriented, qualitative approach like the

system mod.e1 because of the potential sources of invalidity
the latter design leaves free.

The system model of evaluation¡ âs noted earlier,
breaks down program activities into a logical series of
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interrelated phases, each of which are worthy of study" In

the Oo-Za-We-Kwun situation, such areas of research might. be

the organization's alcility to maintain a certain standard

of productivity in its Life Skills course, adapt to changes,

integrate its learning activities with those of the larger
community, and maintain its organizational structure.

While information on these latent functions of the

oo-Za-vüe-Kwun organization would undor:btedly have provided a

broader basis of anarysis for the evaluation of the Life
Skills course, the measurement of such diverse phenomena

would of necessity have had to be very subjective in nature,

an undesira.ble feature in this evaluative situation. Also,

the information desired by the centrers staff was on course

outcomes, not the organization¡s overall efficiency in achiev-

ing such outcomes" since the system model by it very nature

forecloses the opportunity for making such overall judge-

ments of course utility, the decision was made to use an ex-

perimental approach for the evaluation of the Life Skills
course.

The idea of using the classic experimental- model, how-

ever, which requires that people be rand.omly assigned either
to a treated (experímental) or untreated (control) group, \^¡as

not practical in the Oo-Za-W-e-Kwun situation; program staff
could neither ra-ndomly assign people to different groups nor

wíthhold. treatment from an incoming group for the five week

training period" since a control group was required only if
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those taking the course experienced a significant change in
their attitudes, the decision was made to postpone satisfy-
ing the methodological requirements of a control group until
a measure was made of whether or not such change did in fact
take place"

Using a pre-test, post-test experimental design was ad-

vantageous in the Oo-Za-We-Kwun setting because it. greatly

diminished the likelihood of the program's selection process

acting as a source of error in evaluation results. Because

of the manner in which candidates are selected for treatment

by social action programs, there is always the chance that
those persons being studied in an evaluation do not in fact
represent a typical sample of the population which the pro-

gram is designed to serve" Thus, by chance or some bias in
the selection process, Lhe possibility exists that the

group being studied, although receiving no benefit. from the

programts treatment, may exhibit in their attitudes and be-

haviour characteristics which are associated in the evalua-

tion with the realization of the programrs objectives" In

the case of the Oo-Za-We-Kwun centre, which has very definite
criteria for selecting candidates for its two year program,

the likelihood of such an occurrence \¡ras high" By utilizj.ng
a design which incorporated a pre-test of each group as it,
entered the program, however, this source of error was

largely eliminated.

Another possible source of bias in the research findings
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involved. the effect the pre-test itself might have as a

stimulus to change independ.ent of the effects induced by the

coursers instruction" In thÍs instance, the "testing sensi-

tization" of the initial test may affect how the subjects

react to the post-measure, regardless of the effects of the

intervening process of treatment" An example of this pheno-

menon is an experiment on therapy for weight, control, where

the initial weigh-in itself serves as a stimulus to weight

reducti-on, even without the therapeutic treatment (Campbell,

L967:9) 
"

The provision of a control group for the measurement of
the effects of the Life Skills course, hohrever, eliminated

this potential source of bias in the research findíngs; any

such pre-test effects, should they have occurred, would have

been manifested equally in both the experimental and control
groups and., thus, would have been apparent when a comparison

of these groups \^ias made "

The Attitude Index

As previously stated, the index used for the evaluat.ion

of the Life Skills course was designed to provide a valid
measure of the degree to which the course succeeded in chang-

ing specific attitudes" Vühile there were any number of
standardized and. widely-used attitude measurement scales

which conceivably have been used to measure the effects of
the Life Skills course, there were a number of reasons for
developing a new index specifically formulated in terms of
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the programts attitude change objectives"

The indexes available for the measurement of individual
attitudes in the broad areas of the family, self, community

and work invariably contained a number of it.ems which vlere

not relevant to the objectíves of the Life Skills course

and, therefore, would tend to confuse the interpretation of

data and detract from the evaluation's validity if used"

Also, a series of different tests would take considerable

time both to administer and analyzê, factors which made them

unfeasible in a practical sense as well"

Another reason for constructing a measurement device of
direct relevance to the Life Skills course \,ras the researcherrs

desire to provide a test whose questions would be meaningful

to those completing it.

Most of the Indians enrolled- in the Life Skills course

at the Oo-Za-Vüe-Kwun Centre have had only limited contact

with white society and, consequently, cannot be expected to
have either a comprehensive knowled.ge of, or facility; in its
language. While they undoubtedly attach the same meaning to
many words used in the larger society, it is equally likely
that. there are many words and phrases that are either not

used or are entirely meaningless in the social context of the

reserve community"

Thus it was thought useless to administer a stand.ardized

test, developed. under differing conditions for a d-ifferent

racial and cultural group, to those native persons enrolled
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in the Life skills course. rnstead, an index was constructed

which, in its original form, consisted of 53 summated scare

items (subsequently reduced to 44) covering the five general

areas (seIf, family, commirni-ty, job and leisure) of attitude
change outlined in the Life Skills .orrr"".6

Based on a Likert scare, each statement on the attitude
index presents a definite attitude position which is related,
either in a positive or negative manner, to the attitudinal
objectives of the Life skills course. A Likert scale was

used for the test largery because it. is simply constructed,

easíly understood, and has been found in previous attitude re-
search to yield resurts which compare favourably to other

scales in terms of relia-bility (Marane11, L974223r-232, arso

chapter 22) "

"Reliability" in the case of a summated type of atti-
tudinal index is deterrnlned by the homogeneity which exists
between the items included in the test. This internal consis-

tency, in statistical terms, is usually achieved by assuring

that the it,ems in a particular attitude dimension or complex

are positively correlated. wíth a common attribute and thus

with each other.

Although the most widely used method. of determining in-
ternal homogeneity or consistency is by means of a ,'split-

65"" Appendix I for the format of the final version of
the index distributed to students in the Life skills course.
A number of open-ended questions \¡¡ere added to the test inorder to arlow students to express their reasons for coming
to the centre and. satisfaction with the program"
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halves" t,est, where even numbered items on a particular atti-
tudinal dimensi-on are correlated. with those which are odd.-

nurnbered, a more statistically rigorous test of reliability,
cal-l-ed an "inter-item correlation matrix" was employed in
testing the Life Skills index" On the basis of pre-tests of
three groups entering the Life Skills course, scores for
each of the fifty-three statements comprising the index were

calculated and, rather than simply correlating scores for the

odd and even statements, the scores for each item on the in-
dex were correlated with the scores for every other item be-

longing to the same attitude dimension" fn addit.ion to test,-

ing by means of a correlation matrixu the additivity of each

of the items comprising a particular at,titude dimension was

tested. by correlating every item wiLh the total scal-e score

for the d.imension to determine whether or not the items

"added" something to the scale. As well, to determine each

item?s discrj-minative ability, the rangie of response t.o each

item on the test was calculated"

By deleting those items which on the basis of the pre-

test proved to have (1) negative or weak pearsonrs r correla-
tion coefficients ¡ or (2) failed to elicit a broad range of
response from the subjects, the final index consísting of 44

statemenLs was developed" 7 A second pre-test of three

1
'See Appendix II for the correlation matrix of the items

comprising the index"
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"j-ntakes" into the Life Skills course using this revised

test confirmed the indexrs reliability, yielding high corre-

lations for the five dimensions of the test. B

The Administration of the Ind-ex

The data for the stu.dy was collected from the stud.ents

of the Life Skills course through the use of self-administered

attitude indexes" This índex was given to five groups of
students (45 p"r"orr"9) enrolled in the Life Skills course

during the months of June, July, August, and September, 1974.

As mentioned earlier, the pre-tests were given to stu-
dents before they began the Life Skills course" These people

had. arrived at the centre only a few days before writing the

test, and had not received any information on the attitudinal
index or the objectives of the Life Skills course" The post-

tests \,{ere conducted on the last day of the course five
weeks later.

The researcher distributed the index to the stud.ents

himself, to ensure standardization of the administration pro-

cedure and disassociate the test from the centrers staff.

R-See Appendix III for the Pearson correlation coeffici-
ents of the individual items with the sum of these items for
each attitudinal dimension.

o'The experimental group was composed of 24 males and 21
females" Ma1es outnumbered females for the following
reasons: (a) one female could. not read-; (b) one female res-
pondent was in the hospital at the time of the post-test;
and, (c) one female did not attend. classes the day of the
pre-test 

"
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Before hand.ing out the index, howevero the researcher iden-
tified himself as a university student interested in study-
ing the oo-za-we-Kwun centre's program. The students were

asked to help in this research by completing the index
(never referred to as a "test" in their presence), and were

assured that any information given by them would not be seen

by anyone other than the researcher or used as a criterion to
judge their eligibility for the program. The instructions
for the index \^Iere read to the students, who were encouragied.

to ask any questions they had concerning its compretion.

All of the students asked to fill out the test \,veïe

very cooperative and had little or no difficulty writing the

test, which usually took an average of thirty minutes to com-

p1ete.



CHAPTER VII

ANALYSÏS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA

The Findings

The responses of 45 persons to the attitude index in-
dicate there is little, if dny, appreciable change in indi-
vidual attitudes as a result of taking part in the Life
Skills couïse"

Out of a possible score of 220 on the index, the mean

t.otal score for the students was L54.9 on the pre-test and

158"4 on the post-test, a mean difference of only 3"9 be-

tween the tests. Table I presents the frequency breakdown

for the sample according to pre- and post-test scores.

A significance test (at the "05 level), commonly re-

ferred to as a "difference of proportions" testrl0 of the

differences between pre-test and post-test scores of the

students indicated that there were only B significant changes

in total attitude scores on the index" Similarly, for the

5 at.titude dimensions of the index, only 11 significant
scores v/ere recorded distributed along every dimension:

self, 4; family, 1; community, 2; occupatjon, 3;

leisure, 1" Of these 11 changes in single dimension scores,

7 were measured in conjunction with significant changes in
overall attitude scores, while 4 were associated. with scores

which were themselves not siginificant" For the purposes of

10_--For a discussion of this test, see, for ex. Freund,
L97323I7-320.
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TABLE I : Frequency Breakdown of Pre-test and Post-test
Scores:

Score
Abolute
Freq.

Relative
Freq "

Absolute
Freq "

Relative
Freq "

below

131

136

LAT -
l-46

151

156

161 -
166

T7L

176

181

above

131

135

140

r45

150

155

160

165

l-70

L75

180

185

185

0

2

2

7

6

4

B

10

3

I

2

0

0

0

4"4

4.4

15"6

13" 3

8"9

17" B

22 "2

6"7

2"2

4"4

0

0

0

1

2

5

7

3

6

7

6

5

2

I
0

0

2 "22

4 .42

11. 1%

15"62

6 "72

13. 33

L5 .62

13" 3A

11. 1å

4"42

2.22

0

45 99 "92 45 99 "92
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study, these significant attitude change scores were divided.

into 2 units: (1) those persons who changed- significantly

in their total attitude scores as well as along various in-

dividual attitude dimensions, and (2) those persons who

changed significantly on a single dimension, but not totally"

Of the B significant changes recorded in total index

scores, 6 were in a positive direction, (i"e. the student¡s

score was higher on the post-test than on the pre-test)

while 2 were negative" Among those indicating a positive

change in attitudes, 1 changed significantly on the self

dimension, I on the commr:nity dimensiono 1 on the family

grouping, I on the occupation dimension, 1 on both the oc-

cupation and commr:rrity complexes, and 1 not siginificantly on

any single dimension but through an accumulation of small

changes in each of the five areas" For the 2 persons in-

dicating a negative overall change in attitudes, I changed

negatively on the self grouping, the other along every di-

mension.

Of the 4 significant changes in single dimension scores,

recorded for persons who did not indicate a significant

total change in attitudes, 2 were negative and 2 positive"

Both negative scores \^/ere recorded on the self dimension,

whj.le the positive scores were measured on the occupation

and leisure groupings"

Ta-ble II indicates the mean scores calculated for the

sample on the variables sex, agê, education, job experience,
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TABLE II : I4ean Scores for the Sample on the Variables
Sex, Age, Ed.ucation, Job Experience, Residence,
and Family Size.

Total
Sample Males Females

Age 18 26 yrs" 27 yrs. 24 yrs.

Education (grade) e" O 7.5 8.2

Job Experien"el 11.0 Lg.6 4.0
)Residence- 5.2 4"0 6"3

2
Family Size' 2 "2

1. The measure of "job experience" was based on the number
of months the respondents had worked in the last 5
years.

2" The measure of t'resid.encet' was based on the number of
months the respondents had lived outside of a reserve
in the last 5 years"

3" The measure of I'family sizetr is expressed as the number
of children per family in the sample.
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residence, and family =i"..11 Unfortunately, with only B

people recording a significant change in attitude.scores on

the index¡ no statistical test of the relationship of these

personal variables to attitude changes could be undertaken.

Nevertheless, when the B significant attitude changes

measured on the index were viewed in Lerms of these personal

characteristics, the variables sexr âgê, family size, and

residence all show some limited effect on test performance:

Of the I persons indicating significant changes in

their total attitud.e scores on the index, 3 were male and 5

were female. Among the females, 4 e>çerienced a positive

change in attitudes while I ind.icated a negative change.

Among the males, 2 indicat.ed a positive and. 1 a negative

change "

The mean age of the sample was 26 years (27 for males

and 2 4 for females) but the average age of those who re-

corded a positive attitude change was 21 years, while the

average age of those experiencing negative change was 34

years 
"

Vühile the mean number of children per family in the

sample was 2"2, those who changed posit,ively had only 1.1,

while those who indicated a negative change had 6.5"

While those who did not experience a significant change

llrh" distributions of the experimental sample on the
variables age, education,
family size are provided

job experience, residence and
in Appendix IV"
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j-n attitudes spent an average of 7 "9 months of the last 5

years outside of the reserve community, those who changed.

positively lived an average of 21 months outside the re-
serve, while those who changed negatively spent an average

of only 3 months in an unfamiliar social environment.

Neither education or previous job experience appeared.

to affect performance on the test"
The 4 persons indicating a significant change in atti-

tudes on only single dimensions of the test vrere evenly di-
vided by sex, with 2 males recording a negative change on

the self dimension and 2 females changing on the leisure and

occupation groupings. Other than sex, none of the experi-
mentally delineated variables appeared to have any effect on

those persons who indicated single dimension a-ttitude

changes, as this group was comparable to the rest of the

sample in terms of ageo education, family size, job experi-
ence and residence.

As noted earliero of the 5 attitude dimensions compris-

ing the index, the self d-imension recorded the largest
number of significant attitude changes " While the 7 signi-
ficant scores recorded on the other attitude dimensions vrere

posit.ive, however, 3 of the 4 changes indicated on the self
dimension were negative. As we1l, the magnitude of this
change on the self dimension \^ras in most cases greater than

that found on the other dimensions of the index"

Certain additional information was acquired on the
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index by including 3 open-ended questions. These background

questions, although not related to the measurement of atti-
tudes r wêrê of sufficient interest. to warranL inclusion in
the test. The first two questions asked students how they

found out about the centre and what their most important

reason v¡as for attending it; the third question asked what

activities they felt the community should provide for them.

Although these questions were íncluded on both the pre-tests

and post-tests given to each group in the sample, the res-
ponses discussed here, except in the case of the last ques-

tionf are those given on only the pre-tests, since the res-
ponses on the post-test tended to represent a reiteration of
phrases learned in the Life Skills course rather than ex-

pressions of ind.ividual opinion.

In response to the first question, "How did you find
out about the Oo-Za-Vüe-Kwun Centrê?", most students wrote

that they were visited on their reserves by a member of the

centrers sta-ff" Others wrote that they had been informed of
the centre by relatives and friends, some of whom were a1-

ready enrolled in the program.

When asked, "!ühat is your most important reason for com-

ing to the centre?", most students replied that it was to
improve their standard of living" Although usually expressed

in very specific terms, such as getting a better job, earning

more money t er "getting off welfare", most replies generally

expressed a desire to improve the individualts economic
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status or learn new occupational skilIs " Never did- the

students reply that they vrere seeking an occupational skil1
that was marketable in an urban community, or state that
they \ÁIere trying to learn social skills that would equip

them for life in the larger society, a fact which suggest,s

that generally they did not know the aims of the program

at this poínt in their training"
In response to the question, "What activities do you

feel the community should provide for you?", most students

listed a number of sports and recreational activities in
which they would like to be involved. On the post-test, a

few people stated that they would like to have a committeeo

or t'town council", to which they could. e>q)ress their opinions"

Who should sit on this committee, and what its function would

be, however¿ \^ias not specified"



CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Before proceeding with a discussion of the implications

of the research conducted at the Oo-Za-We-Kwun Centre, it

would appear useful to first briefly summarize the objec-

tives of the study in terms of the informational needs the

evaluation was called upon to serve"

As noted earlier, this study was designed to ansvrer

questions of both social and sociological significance"

When conceptualized in practical terms, the purpose of the

evaluation is Lo provide the centrers staff with an objec-

tive measure of the degree to which their Life Skills course

achieves its goals of attitude change and, to the extent

that individual behaviour may be viewed as a manifestation

of personal values and beliefs, behavioural change as well.
In so d.oing, the evaluation also provides a measure of the

extent to which they succeed in operationalizing the course's

theoretical approach to behaviour and attitude change"

Implicit in this evaluative function, however, is the

judgement of the value premises, as well as theoretical
assumptions, which underlie this attempt at social change.

In the case of the Life Skills course and Oo-Za-We-Kwun

Centre, these untested assumptions are multiple, and underlie

not only the aims of these programs, but the Indian popula-

tion whose needs they are designed to serve.
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The findings of the research conducted at. the Oo-Za-We-

Kwun Centre indicate that the Life Skills course is not

achieving its attitud.e change objectives" C1ear1y, when

only B of 45 persons enrolled in the course inclicate a sig-
nificant change in attitudes and, of these B persons, only

6 experience change in directíon favourable to it.s ob jectives,

the course cannot claim to be an effective agent of attitude
change. Furthermore, if the results are interpreted ac-

cording to cognitive dissonance theory, which suggests that
enduring changes in behaviour occur only in conjunction with
similar changes in attitud.es, then the course, insofar as it
failed to change attitudes, has also failed in its objectíve

of making students adopt "life-skillst' as part of their every-

d.ay behaviour"

Given these negative findings, the question which re-
mains to be answered is why these results occurred" The null
results obtained by this study may be attributed to any of
four possible factors; (1) the evaluation itself may have

been faulty i Q) the theoretical assumptions underlying the

course's approach to attitude and behaviour change may be

false; (3) the course itself may have failed to "operation-
alize" the theory on which its approach is based; (4) the

social or t'value" assumptions underlying not only the Life
Skills course, but the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program as a who1e, may

be false"

Although the index used for this study was constructed
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specj-fically in terms of the objectives of the Life skills
course and. was tested and re-tested to ensure the reliabil-
ity and validity of its measurements according to the pre-

scribed methods of attitude scale construction, the negative

findings obtained by this evaluation are not necessarily
final. This is in large part due to the potential sources

of bias which the research d.esign could not eliminate.
One possible source of such bias in this study is the

comparatively few persons comprising its experimental sample

(a total of 45), a number determined, in part, by the small

number of people enrolled in the Life Skills course at any

one time (usually one group of 10 to 15 people every two

months) and, in part, by the time limits set for the study"

In this instance, some distortion j-n the research findings

may have occurred because the experimental sarnple was not

in fact representative of the majority of native persons

typically taking the Life Skills cou-rse.

Another potential source of bias in the evaluation re-
sults is that it totally relies on the information provided

by self-administered indexes to draw its conclusions. As

various researchers have point.ed out, obLaining information

in this manner has certain drawbacks, as individuals may res-
pond to attitude statements in a particular manner for rea-

sons other than the content of the statements themselves"

Some persons pì-mply want to make sure that they use every

response category available on the ind-ex¡ others are ',yes-
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mentr, willing to go along with anything that sounds good. be-

cause they feel it is the socially desirable response. rn

the case of the Oo-Za-We-Kwun Centre, where presenting a

positive image to project staff ensures continued resid.ence

in this community, it is very likely that certain responses

were given precisely because the subjects wi-shed to appear

socially acceptable to either the centrers staff or the re-
.12searcner"

St.ill another possible source of bias in the evaluation
findings is the indexts scale items themserves. Although

iLem analysis and pre-tests ensure the homogeneity or con-

sistency of the statements comprising the five attitude
d.imensions of the Life skills index, these processes do not
guarantee that these dimensions in fact measure onry one

property or that the items on the scale provide a proper

sampling of content" Given the wide range of attitud-es which

may be incorporated under the headings of Self, Family,

Community, Job and Leisure, it is very possible that even

though conceptualized in terms of the course¡s objectives,
the Life skilIs index failed to includ.e statements which,

had they been incorporated. ín a particular at.titude comprex,

would have provided a more representative picture of native
person's feelings in these attitude areas" Similarly, it is

1?--The possibiliLy does exist, however, that those
rndians enrolled in the program see the Life ski11s course as
a game, in which they merely pretend to adopt new attitud-es
and patterns of behaviour. rf such is Lhe case, then atti-
tude changes measured by the Life skills index would be of
little value in predicting effective changes in behaviour.
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equally likely that the responses to certain statements, al-
though they correlate highly with the responses to other

statements on a particular attitude dimension, in fact be-

long to another attitude region entirely" Nevertheless,

given the lack of theoretical guidelines for determining

what, feelings and sent.iments ought to be included in any at-
titude area, particularly in the case of a group such as

that of the Indian, the researcher is virtually forced to
rely on admittedly imperfect statistical procedures such as

content sampling and item analysis for the formulation and

conceptualization of his ind.ex.

There is also the remote possibility that the attitude
changes the Life Skills index was desj gned to mea.sure did

not take place until after the evaluation's post-test. Re-

cent social psychological research indicates that desired

attitude changes may not occur until some time after exposure

to a stimulus (Zimbardo and Ebbeson, 1969223)" However, it
should be pointed out that. in research where this "sleeper

effect" did occur, the situation was invariably one where

the att,itude change stimulus was of short duration, measur-

able in terms of hours, not weeks r âs in the case of the

Life Skills cou.rse" Thus, although a certain amount of un-

recorded attitude change may have occurred in the experi-

mental sample since the time of the evaluation's post-test,,

it is extremely doubtful that this change is of sufficient
size to warrant a reformulation of the studyrs findings.
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Insofar as the negative results obtained by the evalua-

tion are real, L!;rey indicate a serious weakness in either
the course's theoretical approach, its method of implement-

ing this perspective, or the fundamental assumptions on

which it operates"

The first possibility, that the change theory on which

the course bases its approach is deficient, is not in fact
a valid explanation of the result.s obtained by this study"

Group oriented techniques like those used in the Life skills
course have been proven effective in both research and pro-

gram settings. 13

One possible explanation of the negative evaluation

findings, however, may be the failure of centre staff to ad_e-

quately uoperationalize" the underlying theory on which their
work is based, for although the students in the experimental

sample took part in such dissonance-producing activities as

group discussions, role-playing situations, and videotape

sessions, it appeared that those centre staff responsible

for conducting these operations did not have a knowledge of
the theoretical basis of their work" Rather, these sessions

were simply conducted on the assumption that in such a group-

learning situation, students would be exposed to new, more

rbffective" patterns of thought and action which, in turn,

are by the f,ollowing authors:
Abelson et"al. , 1968¡

1?
"Three of the most recent and comprehensive reviews of

research on attitude change
Zimbardo and. Ebbeson, L969;
Collins and Hoyt, L972"
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would lead in some unspecified rrranner to major changes in in-

dividual attitudes, percept.ions and patterns of beha.viour.

Unfortunately, wíthout the application of a consistent and

clearly defined theoretical approach to behaviour and atti-

tude change in these life skills lessons, centre staff may

actually have created a situation which, rather than provid-

ing a positive atmosphere for change, served only to re-

affirm already established attitudes and behaviours.

Attributing the negative evaluation results to either a

faulty or inadequately implemented theoretical approach,

however, circumvents what is probably the main reason for

the course¡s failure to change attitudes, namely, the in-

validity of the fundamental assumptions on whj-ch it operates"

These value assumptions serve not only as a basis for the

Life Skills course, but the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program as a whole

and, in contrast to its theoretical assumptions, are sub-

jective rather Lhan objective in character, defining what

constitutes an acceptable and appropriate means of social

intervention.

In the Oo-Za-I¡[e-Kwun approach to planned social chang:e,

these value assumptions are numerous and varied, concerning

not only the program itself, but the Indian people it was

designed to serve" The most pervasive of these assumptions

may be summarj-zed as follows; fírst, the program assumes

that reserve Indians subscribe to certain distinct attitudes

and behaviours which can be significantly changed by taking
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a five week course and living in the Oo-Za-We-Kwun co¡nmunity;

secondly, it is thought that this change process should be

one of Vühite enculturation"

When viewed in light of these assumptions' the task to

which the Oo-Za-We-Kwun centre has dedicated itself is not

merely one of teaching Indians a number of clearly identi-

fiable behaviours termed "1ife skil1s", but rather one of

changing entire patLerns of thought and action" In attempt-

ing to induce native people to adopt life skills behaviours

as part of their everyd.ay pattern of existence, the prograin

is actually trying to alter whole conceptualization schemes,

that is, the customary manner in which these people interpret

and act in the world. This is not easy to do, and. requires

that the individual in fact be re-socialized, undergoing a

near total transformaLion in which he "switches worlds",

substituting a new pl.ausibility structure for the one he has

developed since birth" In the Oo-Za-Vüe-Kwun situation, this

involves t.rying to sr¡bstitute the values of a nationally

based, individualistic, future-oriented capitalist society

for those of a tribally founded' communal, past and present

oriented cultural group a next to impossible task.

Apart from the question of whether or not such dramatic

and fundamentêI changes are in fact possible in a five week

course, the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program also raises the ethical

question of whether or not such changes should actually be

attempted" As noted at the beginning of this study, the
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fndiansr disadvantaged position in our society may be seen

as the logical outcome of the treatment they have received

at the hands of the Canadian government whicho although of-

ficially adhering to a policy of fair and equal treatment

for all Canadians, has historically treated the country's

native population as second class citizens. Unfortunately,

it appears that the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program represents the

continuation of this government duality with respect to the

Indian; although officially subscribing to a policy of cul-

tural plurality, in which every racial and ethnic minority

group is allowed to retain its distinct cultural heritage,

the government, through the Oo-Za-We-Kwun program, is at-

tempting to mould Indians into White-encultured members of

the dominant society. While assimilation into the larger

society may in fact be the most humane way to help Canada's

native population, it seems that the loss of much of the

Ind.ian cultural heritage implied by such a move is a rather

high price to pay"
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OO.ZA.WE.KWT]I\ CENTRE INDEX OF ATTTTUDES

NAME AGE
(LAST)

DATE

(FrRSr)

day mo" yÍ.

Highest grade completed in school- Grade

Please list the places you have lived in during the past five
years beginning with the most recent:

Pl-ace How long did you live there?

Please list the jobs you have worked at in the last five
years beginning with the most recent:

Job How long did you work at it?

Do you have any children? How many?

How did you find out about the OO-ZA-WE-KWUN Centre?

What is your most important reason for coming to the centre?
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The following pages contain a number of statements

about which people often do not ag'ree. People d.iffer

widely in their opinions about each item" THERE ARE NO

RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. The purpose of this index is to

see how different people feel about each statement" In

this way, our program can be adjusted to fit your needs.

Vüe should like your honest opinion on each of these

statements "

Think of how each of the statements on the following
pages applíes to you. If you think the statement fits

what you think very we1l, below the statement, underline

"strongly agree"; if you think its only partly true,
underline "agree"; if you cannot tel1 how you feel one

rday or the other underline [d.on't know"; if you think the

stat.ement is not true, underline "disagree"; and if it is
rea11y noL true, underline "strongly disagree".

PLEASE PUT DOWN THE OPINION THAT CO¡4ES TO YOU FIRST.

Do not go back and change your answers"

Remember, there a-re no wrong ans$¡ers
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1. THE ONLY REASON FOR WORKING IS TO YIÄKE MONEY "
Jl sËrongly agïee agree donr t knor¿ d,isagree strongly disagree

2" PEOPLE SHOULD SHARE THEIR THOUGHTS WITH THEIR FAMILY"
Fl strongly agree agree donr Ë know disagree strongJ-y disagree

3. AFTER WORK, THERE IS NOT MUCH TO DO FOR ENJOY¡4ENT"

Ll strongly agree agree d.onrt knor,r disagree strongly disagree

4" MOST PEOPLE CAN BE TRUSTED
Sl strongly agree agree donrt know disagree sËrongly disagree

5" OLDER PEOPLE ARE NOT INTERESTED IN SPORTS AND GAMES

L2 strongly agree agree donrË knornr disagree st.rongly d.isagree

6 " SO]VETIMES I T'EEL THAT T NEED TO STAY AVIAY FROM HOME
FOR A LITTLE VüHTLE

E2 strongly agree agïee donr t know dísagree sËrongly d.isagree

7" MOST PEOPLE DON¡T CARE ABOUT YOUR PROBLEMS"
52 strongl-y agree agree donrt know disagree strongly dísagree

B" PEOPLE SHOULD BE WILLTNG TO MAKE SACR.IFICES FOR THEIR
FAMILY "

D?rJ sËrongly agree agree donrË know disagree strongly disagree

9 " MOST PEOPLE HAVE FEVü FRIENDS THAT THEY CAN TELL THETR
PROBLEMS TO"

S3 strongl-y agree agree donr t knor,r disagree strongly disagree
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10" POLICEMEN ARE USUALLY HONEST"
e. ¿. strongly agree agree dont Ë know disagree strongly disagree

1I. TT IS EASY TO FIND A JOB THAT TS ENJOYABLE.
J2 strongly agree agree dont Ë know disagree strongly disagree

L2. THERE IS NOT MUCH A PARENT CAN DO TO HELP HIS CHILDREN
ÏF THEY ARE ÏN TROUBLE"

E4 strongly agïee agree donr t know disagree strongly disagree

13" MOST SPORTS AND GAMES ARE FOR CHILDREN.
L3 sËrongly agree agree dontt knornr disagree strongl-y disagree

T4" FRTENDS ARE EASY TO FTND.
cl strongly agree agree dont t knorr disagree sËrongLy disagree

15. IT IS EASY TO KEEP YOUR JOB VüHEN YOU DO IT WELL.
J3 sÈrongly agree agree dont t kno'r+ disagree sËrongly disagree

16. CHILDREN DO NOT LTKE TO TALK TO THEIR PARENTS ABOUT
ÏMPORTANT MATTERS"

F5 strongly agree agree dont Ë know disagree strongry disagree

17. BEING SUCCESSFUL REQUTRES WORKING HARDER THAN TS FAIR"
J4 sËrongly agree agree d.ontË knov¡ disagree strongly disagree

18. A PERSON SHOULD NOT TAKE PART TN SPORTS AND GAMES TF HE
ÏS NOT GOOD AT THEM.

R4 sLrongly agree agree dont Ë know disagree strongry disagree
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1-9. MY WIFE/HUSBAND DOES NOT UNDERSTAND MY PROBLEMS"

F6 strongly a1ree agree don¡Ë knor,r dísagree strongly disagree

20 " MANY LAVüS DO NOT HELP PEOPLE LIKE MYSELT'"

55 strongly a1ree agree dontt know disagree strongly disagree

2I" MOST JOBS PAY ENOUGH MONEY TO LIVE ON"

J5 strongly agree agree dont t know dísagree strongl-y disagree

22" TT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE OTHER PEOPLE LOOK UP TO YOU"
56 strongly agree agree dontt. know disagree sËrongly disagree

23" YOU HAVE TO BE YOUNG TO ENJOY SPORTS AND GAMES"
irJ strongly agree agree donrt know disagree strongly disagree

24" TF YOU DO SOMETHING THAT MIGHT HURT YOUR HUSBAND/V{TFE,
IT IS BEST NOT TO TELL THEM ABOUT IT.

É'1t t stTongly agree agree donr t know disagree strongly disagree

25 " GETTING TO KNOV{ THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE AROIIND YOU IS EASY "
C2 sËrongly agree agree donrt knor¿ disagree sËrongJ-y disagree

26 " IF MORK HARD ENOUGH, r CAN USUALLY ACCOMPLISH WHAT r
v[A]dT TO "c?e ' sËrongly agree agree donrË know disagree strongLy disagree

27" POLTCEMEN HA\Æ A VERY IMPORTAT\TT JOB TO DO"
SB sËrongLy agree agree dontt know disagree strongly disagree
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28" IT TS HARD TO
J6 strongly agree

GET ALONG WITH YOUR BOSS.

agree donrË know disagree strongl-y disagree

29 " IF CHILDREN
HAVE A HARD

FB strongly agree

DON¡T GET HELP FROM
TIME IN THE T¡IORLD.

agree donrt know

OLDER PEOPLE, THEY WTLL

dísagree strongly disagree

30. MOST COMPANIES ARE ONLY INTERESTED TN YOU AS LONG AS
YOUR WORK HELPS THEM"

J7
strongly agree agree don?t know disagree sËrongl-y disagree

31"

F9

EVERYONE IN THE FAMILY HAS
NICE "
strongly agree agree donft

TO HELP KEEP THE HO¡M LOOKING

know disagree strongly disagree

32. TT IS EASY TO
YOU.

C3
strongly agree

GET ALONG WITH OTHER PEOPLE WHO LIVE NEAR

agree donr t, know disagree strongly disagree

33" IF PEOPLE ARE WILLING TO VüORK HARD A\TD
CAN MAKE THEIR COMMUNITY A MUCH BETTER

C4
sË.rongly agree agree donlË knor¿ disagree

cooPERATE, THEY
PLACE TO LIVE ÏN"

sËrongly dÍsagree

34" PEOPLE USUALLY LISTEN TO WHAT YOU SAY"
59 strongly agree agree donrt know disagree sËrongly disagree

35. SO¡MTI¡4ES I FIND IT EASY TO GET ANGRY AT PEOPLE AROUND
ME.

s10
strongly agree agree dontt know disagree strongly disagree

36. MOST COM}4UNITIES DO A GOOD
YOU TO GO WHEN YOU ARE NOT

C5 strongly agree agree dont Ë

JOB OF PROVIDING PLACES FOR
WORKING"

know disagree strongly disagree
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37 " MOST BOSSES TRY TO MÄ,KE YOU I/üORK HARDER THAÀ] TS FAIR.
JB strongly agree agree donr Ë know disagree strongl-y disagree

38" I AM HAPPIEST WHEN I AM VüITH MY OWN HUSBAND/WTFE
( erso CHTLDREN)

F10 strongly agree agree donrt knor¿ disagree sËrongly disagree

39" GOOD JOBS ARE HARD FOR AN IND]AN TO FIND.
J9 strongly agree agree donrt know disagree strongly disagree

40" IT IS IMPORTA}TT THAT YOUR FAMILY COMES FIRST FTNANCIALLY"
F11 strongly agree agree donrt know disagree sÈ,rongly disagree

4I" TTMES ARE GETTING BETTER"
s11 strongly agree agree dontË know disagree strongl-y disagree

42^ TT TS EASY TO GET ALONG WITH YOUR FELLOW VIORKERS"
J10 st.rongly agree agree donr t know disagree strongly disagree

43. DOING A JOB WELL GIVES A PERSON A GOOD FEELTNG.
J11 strongi-y agree agree donrt know disagree st.rongly disagree

44" MANY PEOPLE FEEL THAT TT IS UP TO THE COMMUNITY TO GTVE
THE PEOPLE WHO LIVE THERE PLACES WHERE THEY CAN TAKEC6 PART IN AcTIVTTTES LIKE DANcES, BINGoS AND SPoRTTNG
E\¡ENTS "

a) HOVü GOOD A JOB DO YOU THINK COMMUNTTIES DO OF
PROVIDTNG THESE ACTIVITIES?

very good good average poor very poor no opínÍon
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b) V[i#fT ACTI\ÆTTES DO YOU FML TTIE æMMi]NITY SHOTILD PM,TTDE
rOR YOU.



APPENDIX II

CORRELATION MATRTCES FOR THE SELF, FAMILY,

COMMUNITY, JOB AND LEISURE DIMENSTONS

OF THE LÏFE SKTLLS INDEX
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TABLE vr : correl-ation Matrix for the community Dimension

Com 1 Com 2 Com 3 Com 4 Com 5 Com 6

Com 1

Com 2

Com 3

Com 4

Com 5

Com 6

1,00
.57

" 65

.65

" 60

"44

"57
1.00

"43

" 38

" 65

"50

.65

"43
1. 00

"62

"32

" 38

"65
.38
.62

1.00
.61

"35

" 60

" 65

"32

"61
1. 00

"46

"44

"50

" 38

"35
.46

1" 00

TABLE vrr ; correlation Matrix for the Leisure Dimension

Leis 1 Leis 2 Leis 3 Leis 4 Leis 5

Leis 1

Leis 2

LE]-S J

Leis 4

Leis 5

1.00

"63

"62

"30

"52

.63

1.00

"66

"20

"74

.62

"66

1. 00

.40

"78

"30

.20

"40

1. 00

"54

"52

"74

.78

"54

1.00



APPENDIX IIT

CoRREL^ATïON MATRICES FOR rrEMS OF THE SELF, I'AMILY,
COMMUNITY, JOB AND LEISURE DIMENSIONS WTTH TOTAL

SCALE SCORES
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APPENDIX IV

DISTRTBUTION OF THE E)GERI¡4ENTAL SAMPLE
ON THE VARIABLES AGE, SEX, EDUCATION

RESIDENCE, FAMILY SIZE At{D JOB EXPER]ENCE
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TABLE IX: Age Distribution of Respondents to the Life
Skills Index"

Age Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

16

20

24

28

32

36

40

44

L9

23

27

31

35

39

43

47

9

L4

9

7

1

2

1

2

20 "02
31.IU
20.02
15"6A

2 "22
4.4e"

2.22
4"42

99.92

TABLE X ; Education Distribution of Respondents to the
Life Skills Index

45

Ed.ucation (grade)
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

none

1-3
4-6
7-9
10 12

I
2

11

T9

T2

2 "22
4.42

24 " 4>"

42 "22
26 "7e"

45 99 "92
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TABLE XI : Distribution of the Sample on the Variable
"Residencet'.

1Resr-dence
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

0

less than 1

1-2
3- 4

56

32

I
4

0

1

7I.02
17 "BZ
I "92

0

2 "22

99 "92

TABLE XII: Distribution of the Sample on the Variable
"Family Size".

45

Family SLze2
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

0

1-2
3- 4

56
7-8

JI2

t4
3

2

1

TT

L6 "72
58" 3%

L2"52
B. 3%

4.22
100;¡ã

1rh"
years the
the l-ast 5

2rh"
number of

measure of "residenceo' was based. on the number
respondents had lived outside of a reservation
years "

measure of t'family size" is expressed as the
children per family in the sample.

of
in
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